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The Workshop Sponsors and Host
The work was sponsored jointly by the Ocean Energy Systems Agreement of the International Energy
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The meeting host was Mr. Henry Jeffery, UKERC/Supergen Marine Program, Institute for Energy Systems
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Ocean Energy Systems (OES), also known as the Implementing Agreement on
Ocean Energy Systems, functions within a framework created by the
International Energy Agency (IEA). Views, findings, and publications of the OES
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individual member countries.
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Executive Summary
Worldwide there are numerous organizations and individuals developing computational analysis
methods and applying these tools to analyze the performance and dynamic loading of wave and ocean
current devices. The goal of this workshop was to bring together these expert analysts to exchange
information and experience on all aspects of developing, using, verifying and validating these
computational modeling tools to improve these modeling capabilities for the mutual benefit of the
global ocean energy industry.
The workshop was attended by a total of 50 participants from 12 different countries. Over the 2 day
workshop, there were 27 presentations given by the participants. The categories of marine energy
computational modeling and analysis presented at the meeting were as follows:
Session 1: Tidal and Current Converter Design – 7 presentations
Session 2: Resource Assessment/More Tidal and Current Converter Design – 7 presentations
Session 3 & Session 4: Wave Energy Converter Design – 13 presentations
At the conclusion of the presentations for each day of the two day workshop, a facilitated discussion
session was held to address the following three questions:
1. Would it be helpful to develop a public listing, or database, of applicable modeling codes
including both commercial and open source codes that could be used for analysis of wave and
tidal machines?
2. Following this workshop what type of further effort would be most helpful to accelerate the
development and deployment of wave and tidal energy systems?
3. What are the best practices for modeling wave and tidal machines?
The take away conclusions from the workshop are that there are a number of currently available
computational codes, both commercial and open source, being employed for numerical simulation of
tidal and wave energy devices. Each participant gave a presentation highlighting the application of a
particular wave or tidal computational code that they have been developing or using for analysis of
wave and tidal devices. The workshop participants concluded that:
1. A listing of the available wave and tidal computational modeling tools with a brief description of
their capabilities and a link to more in-depth information would be helpful for developers and
new entrants into the marine energy field.
2. A wave and tidal computational code benchmarking activity using data from a set of welldesigned experiments would be extremely useful for the entire global community, because
these codes need to be rigorously validated for marine energy applications. Most of the
workshop participants would like to participate in planning and executing such a program, if
funding sources could be identified.
3. It is premature to establish best modeling practices until the benchmarking activity described
above is completed and the knowledge gained is assimilated by the ocean energy industry.

ABOUT THE OCEAN ENERGY SYSTEMS (OES)

The Ocean Energy Systems (OES) Implementing Agreement is an intergovernmental collaboration
between countries to advance research, development, and demonstration of technologies to harness
energy from all forms of ocean renewable resources through international cooperation and information
exchange. Ocean energy resources include tides, waves, currents, temperature gradient (ocean thermal
energy conversion and submarine geothermal energy) and salinity gradient for electricity generation
and desalination. The OES covers all forms of energy generation in which seawater forms the motive
power through its physical and chemical properties. It does not cover offshore wind generation;
because seawater is not the motive power (offshore wind is covered by the Wind Energy Implementing
Agreement).
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The OES international cooperation facilitates:
 Securing access to advanced research and development (R&D) teams in the participating
countries
 Developing a harmonized set of measures and testing protocols for the testing of prototypes
 Reducing national costs by collaborating internationally
 Creating valuable international contracts between government, industry and science.
The OES Executive Committee (ExCo) is continuing to develop a suite of information dissemination tools
that will assist the OES in becoming a leading international authority on ocean energy. Ocean energy is
an emerging technology area that will benefit from the existence of the international collaboration
mechanism offered under the Implementing Agreement contract.

OES Annex V: Exchange and Assessment of Ocean Energy information
Annex V Scope

The OES Annex V will facilitate the exchange and assessment of ocean energy project information and
experience from participating member countries to foster a better understanding and accelerate the
development of ocean energy technologies. At this nascent stage of ocean energy development, there
are many different configurations for marine energy converters and each has advantages and
disadvantages. In addition, there are many competing approaches for modeling and testing these
devices individually, or in arrays, at subscale and at full size. Furthermore, there are no generally
accepted methodologies for design and cost analysis of these ocean energy converters. The sharing of
project data and computational assessment methods will allow the participants to determine the most
promising approaches for analysis, design, testing, cost estimation, and operation of these devices

based on the collective experience of the group. This will facilitate an understanding of the current
state of the ocean energy industry worldwide, and will help manufacturers determine the expected
performance of a device, and ultimately, whether or not a particular device configuration has the
potential to achieve competitive cost of electricity (COE) as new systems evolve.
The primary purpose of the Annex is to conduct exchange workshops to present project information,
experience, and data to the participating members. Where feasible, workshop participants will also
integrate the resulting information into computational models to assess system performance, reliability
and costs, resource characterization, and hydrodynamic interaction between the ocean resource and
devices individually and in arrays. Three or four workshops will be conducted over approximately 36
months. This annex will compile as much usable data as possible to provide participating countries with
a consistent and measurable means for rapid optimization of ocean energy production.

Annex V Objectives and Expected Results

The overarching objective of the annex is to accelerate the development and deployment of ocean
energy technology through a multi-country exchange of available ocean project information and
experience to allow the participants to understand the current state of knowledge in the field, and to
develop a consistent method of assessing the performance and cost of ocean energy conversion
systems. The primary focus of these efforts will be to develop an assessment of the fundamental
knowledge in the following four topical areas of direct interest to the ocean energy community:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Methods for estimating and verifying the ocean energy resources and characteristics,
including instrumentation types and deployment methods to capture resource data
Methods for modeling the interaction of ocean energy devices with the resource and
verifying the results
Methods for modeling and experimentally verifying energy capture, power system
efficiency, and the resulting loads including extreme loads, from the interaction of the
device and the resource
Methods for estimating and validating the cost and performance for ocean energy device
arrays, including component, subsystem, and the electrical cable and supporting
installation, operation, and maintenance, to enable assessment of the total cost of
electricity

The Annex V Approach and Methodology

Clearly, the challenges of assessing this broad ocean energy knowledge base and the modeling and
testing capabilities for ocean energy conversion devices are significant. The success of this effort relies
on a thorough understanding of the resource characteristics, the fluid-device interaction, and the
mechanical conversion of the captured energy to electricity. These challenges are certainly difficult for
the device designer, but are many times more difficult for government agencies and potential private
investors, as they attempt to compare and contrast one device to another, both to project the role that
ocean energy may assume in their portfolios and to choose from among the designs for the best
alternative for a particular site. The products of this annex will provide a basis for selection and
investment in the most promising technologies and device designs.
The Annex V workshops will facilitate the presentation of publically funded project information
including: designs methods, modeling methods and results, experimental designs and testing results,

specific costing studies, and environmental studies and experiments. Generally, any publically funded
ocean energy project should be considered for presentation at one of the workshops. The resulting
information will be included in the assessment of the knowledge base for ocean energy. Each workshop
will be documented by a report that contains the workshop presentations, a summary of the
discussions, and any resulting conclusions. These reports will be made available to annex participants,
but these working documents will not be released to the public or any non-participants. The compilation
of data, excepting proprietary data excluded by the developer of the subject devices, will be made
available to participating developers. Additional information on the overall work program and objects
for Annex V and reports from previous workshops can found on the Ocean Energy Systems website at
www.ocean-energy-systems.org.

The Ocean Energy System Workshop II: Computational Modeling and
Analysis
The topic for the workshop of the second Annex V workshop was “Computational Modeling and Analysis
of Marine Energy Devices.” The participants were invited to make presentations describing their
computational modeling approaches for the topics listed below and to participate in a discussion on how
to improve on these modeling methods.

Workshop Presentation Topics

The modeling and analysis methods and techniques of interest for this workshop were the following:

•
•

Marine energy resources estimation

•
•
•

Fluid-structure interaction analysis and computational methods for MECs

•
•

•
•

Marine device energy production and the loading applied to the energy converters (MECs),
including extreme event analysis methods
Multi-body dynamic analysis and structural response of MECs to applied loads
Analysis of transportation, handling, and deployment loading, as well as other types of loads
applied to MECs
Fatigue analysis methods for metal and composite MEC structures and components
Power take off dynamic analysis and response to operational loading, including:
o Performance and efficiency analysis methods
o Control system analysis methods (PTO load control analysis)
o Electricity energy capture estimates
Downstream effects of MECs on the flow field (wake analysis methods)

Analysis methods for evaluation of array energy capture and optimizing array configuration

Workshop Discussion Questions

The workshop was structured to allow the participants to present their modeling approaches for MEC
technologies and then have the attendees discuss the following questions in an effort to improve the
application and use of the modeling codes and to accelerate the use of marine energy. The discussion
questions were:

1.

Would it be helpful to develop a public listing, or database, of applicable modeling codes including
both commercial and open source codes that could be used for analysis of wave and tidal machines?
a. What type of information about the codes should be included?
b. Should any verification or validation efforts be done prior to listing?
c. What kind of efforts would be required?
2. Following this workshop what type of further effort would be most helpful to accelerate the
development and deployment of wave and tidal energy systems?
a. Formation of a code verification and validation working group?
b. Formation of a round robin model verification working group?
c. Formation of a wave tank modeling comparison study group?
d. Other activities?
3. What are the best practices for modeling wave and tidal machines?
a. What test protocol is sufficient for model verification and validation?
b. At what design stages should both numerical modeling and wave tank subscale be done?

Goal of the Workshop
Worldwide there are numerous organizations and individuals developing analysis methods and applying
them to analyze the performance and loads for wave and ocean current devices. The goal of this
workshop was to bring together these parties to exchange information and experience on all aspects of
developing, using, verifying and validating these computational modeling tools to improve these
modeling capabilities for the mutual benefit of the entire ocean energy community.

Expected Workshop Outcomes
The expected outcome from the workshop was to be a report documenting the current analysis
methods being used globally for the analysis of marine energy converters. In addition, the workshop
participants participated in a facilitated discussion on the how best to make these computational
modeling and analysis tools more accessible, and how to accelerate their improvement, and validate
their accuracy and applicability for use by the ocean energy community.
This document represents the workshop report described above, and compiles and documents the
following, based on knowledge gathered at the workshop:

• Presentations by participants
• Major discussion points
• Ideas on how the OES could work to improve the analysis of ocean energy devices and
accelerate commercialization of the technology
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Workshop Summary
Attendance and Participation in the Workshop

The workshop was attended by a total of 50 participants from 12 different countries. Over the 2 day
workshop, there were 27 presentations given by the participants. The categories of Computational
Modeling and Analysis of Marine Energy Converters presented at the meeting were as follows:
Session 1: Tidal and Current Converter Design – 7 presentations
Session 2: Resource Assessment/More Tidal and Current Converter Design – 7 presentations
Session 3 & Session 4: Wave Converter Design – 13 presentations
All of the workshop presentations are included in Appendix 4.
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Brief Summary of Computational Analysis and Modeling Codes Presented
Presenters were asked to fill out a summary table of information on their computational modeling and
analysis approach to facilitate the documentation and exchange of information presented at the
workshop. The table below presets a high level summary of the computational approaches presented.
More detailed information on the capabilities and limitations for each of the computational codes is
available in the presentations provided in Appendix 4 and from the principal researcher, as well as at the
websites listed in the table below.

Numerical
Code Name

Institution
Name

Principal
Researchers

National
Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL)
and Sandia
National
Laboratories (SNL)
Resolute Marine
Energy

Michael Lawson &
Yi-Hsiang Yu (NREL)
Kelley Ruehl &
Carlos Michelen
(SNL)

WEC-Sim is a mid-fidelity tool for simulating the
performance of wave energy converters.

Darragh Clabby

Provide hydrodynamic coefficients for input to
numerical model. www.wamit.com

Nonlinear
parametric
hydrodynamic
models

National University
of Ireland
Maynooth

Josh Davidson

To develop nonlinear models and control for
WEC’s. jdavidson@eeng.nuim.ie

WEC array
interaction
theory

The University of
Edinburgh

Cameron McNatt

Dynamic Systems
Analysis Ltd.
Swansea University

Dean Steinke,
Ryan Nicoll
Dr. Ian Masters

The tool compute the linear wave interactions
between WECs in an array based off of
hydrodynamic inputs for a single body (e.g. from
WAMIT). c.mcnatt@ed.ac.uk
Time-domain dynamics analysis of marine
applications. www.proteusds.com
Prediction of tidal turbine performance (in terms
of power or torque) and structural loads. Contact
Dr. Michael Togneri

WEC-Sim

WAMIT

ProteusDS
Blade element
momentum
theory
Dynamic
analysis of
Wave Energy
Converters
FVCOM

Purpose and Contact

http://en.openei.org/wiki/WEC-Sim

M.Togneri@swansea.ac.uk
Tecnalia

Imanol Touzón/
Joannès Berque

Modeling of rigid body motions of WECs for
Multi-DoF WECs. imanol.touzon@tecnalia.com

Acadia University

Richard Karsten,
Presented by:
Justine McMillan –
Dalhousie
University

Regional/Local Tidal Resource Assessment
http://fvcom.smast.umassd.edu/FVCOM/

Response to the Workshop Questionnaire on Computational Models

Each of the workshop participants was asked to complete a questionnaire prior to attending the
workshop. The three questions are given below with a brief summary consensus response. All of the
written responses are provided in Appendix 3. The questions were intended to explore thinking on how
best to advance computational modeling in the marine energy community.
Question 1: Would a generally used, best practice, open source suite of tools help accelerate the
realization of commercial marine energy generation? Would you be interested in participating in the
development of such a suite of tools?
Response: The overwhelming response to this question was that open source tools would be beneficial
and almost all respondents would be interested in participating in some fashion.
Question 2: Would a “round robin” code comparison and/or testing program help accelerate the
realization of commercial marine energy generation? Would you be interested in participating in such a
program?
Response: Here again, the overwhelming response was that a code comparison and an experimental
benchmarking comparison would be helpful and would accelerate commercial uptake of marine energy.
In addition, most respondents would be interested in participating, provided it was a well planned and
executed activity with consideration for ownership of the code and intellectual property as appropriate.
Question 3: What is the most important next step to take, using this workshop to help accelerate the
realization of commercial marine energy generation?
Response: As might be expected the responses to this question were quite diverse and included
variations of the following next steps:
1. Validation of software models with code to code comparison, tank testing, as well as open water
testing.
2. Validation of numerical models on full scale industry devices in realistic conditions.
3. Developing a better understanding of how well numerical models predict performance under
realistic operating conditions.
4. Developing guidance for marine project developers illustrating what models to apply and how to
apply them to obtain realistic results
5. Benchmarking the cost of energy and developing better tools for optimizing the lifetime cost of
energy.
The reader is encouraged to review the actual participant responses provided in Appendix 2 particularly
for question 3, which had the most diverse responses.

Workshop Discussion Sessions

At the conclusion of the presentations for each day of the workshop, a facilitated discussion session was
held to address the following three questions:

1. Would it be helpful to develop a public listing, or database, of applicable modeling codes
including both commercial and open source codes that could be used for analysis of wave and
tidal machines?
a. What type of information about the codes should be included?
b. Should any verification or validation efforts be done prior to listing?
c. What kind of efforts would be required?
2. Following this workshop what type of further effort would be most helpful to accelerate the
development and deployment of wave and tidal energy systems?
a. Formation of a code verification and validation working group?
b. Formation of a round robin model verification working group?
c. Formation of a wave tank modeling comparison study group?
d. Other activities?
3. What are the best practices for modeling wave and tidal machines?
a. What test protocol is sufficient for model verification and validation?
c. At what design stages should both numerical modeling and wave tank subscale be done?
Session 1 and 2: Tidal and Current Technology Discussions from Day 1
The discussion of question 1 generally indicated that developing a database listing of tidal
computational analysis codes would be quite helpful to the community. However, there were also a
number of important concerns expressed:
1. The need for clear specifications for the information, including the underlying assumptions in
the analysis codes needs to be identified
2. The need to be non-judgmental in listing the codes, and not compare the codes
3. Guidance on using the codes would be helpful but difficult to develop
4. Most important who, how and what funding would be needed to maintain the database as the
technology evolves
In conclusion, it did seem reasonable to put together a listing of available computational codes with a
description of their capabilities for analysis of tidal devices with a link to more in-depth information
about them.
For question 2, there seemed to be a clear consensus that a tidal code benchmarking activity would be
extremely useful for the entire global community. The group discussion mostly focused on experimental
benchmarking, rather than code to code comparisons, because experimental measurements were felt to
be more rigorous. There were many different ideas presented on how this might be best accomplished.
Some of the ideas expressed were:
1. A working group should be formed to develop a plan for developing a set of standard
experimental test cases to be used for validation of tidal devices.
2. These test cases could include both full scale open water testing and subscale flue testing.
3. To provide a high value data set the testing physical models are needed and this testing will
most likely be expensive.
4. The tests need to be designed with inputs from the code developers and validators.
5. Flow turbulence testing should be included for tidal devices.
6. The testing should include some blind comparisons to experimental data.
7. The tests need to be very well specified, including the boundary conditions.
8. What organization(s) will fund this open source experimental activity?

The workshop participants were in favor of holding further discussions on how this validation effort
could be accomplished and indicated a willingness to meet again on this topic.
For question 3, there were no clear answers. From the discussion resulting from question 2, it seems
pretty clear that there is insufficient information and understanding of the key technical issues to be
able to decide on the best practices for modeling tidal devices at this time.
Session 3 and 4: Wave Technology Discussions from Day 2
The discussions at the conclusion of day 2 were somewhat less energetic than on the first day, but the
consensus of opinions about wave device computational models were quite similar to the results for
tidal models. In summary, a database with a listing of available wave device modeling tools with links to
more in depth data would be helpful. The participants also felt that a follow-on meeting to plan a set of
standard experiments for validation of wave energy device modeling codes would be extremely valuable
to the industry and build confidence in the technology, whereas a code to code comparison was less
rigorous. The participants were eager to be involved in doing the needed planning for the experimental
program. The answer to question 3 for wave computational models was even less clear than for the tidal
models at the current embryonic stage of maturity for wave technology.

Overall Workshop Conclusions

The take away messages from the workshop are that there are a number of currently available
computational codes being employed, both commercial and open source, for computational modeling
of tidal and wave energy devices. Each participant gave a presentation highlighting the application of a
wave or tidal computational code that they have been developing, or using for analysis of wave and tidal
devices. The workshop participants concluded that:
1. A listing of the available wave and tidal computational modeling tools with a brief description of
their capabilities and a link to more in-depth information would be helpful for developers and
new entrants into the marine energy field.
2. A wave and tidal computational code benchmarking activity using data from a set of welldesigned experiments would be extremely useful for the entire global community, because
these codes have not yet been rigorously validated for marine energy applications. Most of the
workshop participants would like to participate in planning and executing such a program, if
funding sources could be identified.
3. It is premature to establish best modeling practices until the benchmarking activity described
above is completed and the knowledge gained is assimilated by the ocean energy industry.
During the meeting May 2014 meeting of the Ocean Energy Systems Executive Committee (ExCo), the
ExCo requested that the Operating Agent for this Annex work with the interested parties to develop a
proposal for a new Annex to benchmark both wave and tidal computational codes and work on this
Annex is expected to initiate early in 2015.

Appendix 1: Workshop Guidance for Participants

Information requested of the participants prior to the workshop and questions to address at the
workshop:
OES Annex V Workshop II –
Computational Modeling and Analysis of Wave and Tidal Converters
Computational Method Project Datasheet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Method or Tool Name:
Institution Name:
Principal Researcher Name:
Website or Contact Name for Access and Download:
Purpose of Model or Tool:
Model Description:
a. Computational theory:
b. Assumptions:
c. Application parameters:
Example Application Description:
a. Device and model description:
b. Analysis procedure description:
c. Results for example:
d. References:
Verification/Validation of Model:
a. Model to model comparisons including references:
b. Model limitation of applicability:
c. Assessment of tool and recommendations for further development:

Questions on which to focus presentations (included in agenda for discussion sessions):
1. Would it be helpful to develop a public listing, or database, of applicable modeling codes
including both commercial and open source codes that could be used for analysis of wave and
tidal machines?
d. What type of information about the codes should be included?
e. Should any verification or validation efforts be done prior to listing?
f. What kind of efforts would be required?
2. Following this workshop what type of further effort would be most helpful to accelerate the
development and deployment of wave and tidal energy systems?
a. Formation of a code verification and validation working group?
b. Formation of a round robin model verification working group?
c. Formation of a wave tank modeling comparison study group?
d. Other activities?
3. What are the best practices for modeling wave and tidal machines?
a. What test protocol is sufficient for model verification and validation?

d. At what design stages should both numerical modeling and wave tank subscale be
done?

Appendix 2: Written Response to Workshop Questionnaire
Question
1

Would a generally used, best practice, open source suite of tools help accelerate the
realization of commercial marine energy generation? Would you be interested in
participating in the development of such a suite of tools?

Response Yes. Open source codes that may be applied to estimate both potential, optimal placement
1
of single turbines, optimal placements of arrays of turbines, blocking effects and upstream
and downstream effects of turbines may be useful for commercial marine energy
generation.
Response Yes, an open source suite of tools for model-measurement comparisons would be of
2
interest to me. I would be willing to participate in its development.
Response Yes, a suite of tools would allow for easier comparisons of different marine energy
3
converter technologies if the same software suite and procedures were undertaken. A 'best
practice' procedure for the analysis of the model data results would also be useful.
Yes, I would be interested in participating in the development of such a suite of tools.
The answer to the first question is yes. The answer to the second question is also yes, but
we need to publish our findings first.
I believe a mix of commercial and open source tools will be needed to accelerate progress.
Yes I would be interested in the development of such tools.
Yes, an open source suite of tools could help accelerate the commercialization of marine
energy generation by allowing students to train and develop fundamental understanding of
modeling techniques. However, commercial tools could also be made available to research
teams. Commercial tools already exist which are adequate for many the challenges of the
key challenges, but these are often expensive or there is not sufficient resources (i.e. lack of
personnel) to use the tools.
Response It is our hope that the BEMT code we are developing at Swansea University can become one
7
of the open source tools used to help device designers bring their plans to fruition, although
it is currently for academic use only.
Response
4
Response
5
Response
6

Response For the TPL assessment an open source tool would be suitable and beneficial.
8
Yes, I would be interested in participating in a development of this aspect of the suite of
tools.
Response Yes it would, and yes I would be interested in participation. The biggest obstacle is in the
9
correct use of models.
Response Yes, the specially designed open source tools are very helpful.
10
We are interested in participating in the development of such tools.
Response Yes, a best practice tool set would be valuable for the industry. I think that this may be
11
applicable for certification purposes and may make the certification process more
transparent.
ORPC would be in interested in participating in the development of such a toolset
Response Yes. It is the opinion of the SNMREC that cooperation during evolution of new markets will
12
accelerate market maturity and the application of the suite would result in proprietary
competitive advantage rather than the tools themselves. The SNMREC would be interested
in participating in the development of such a suite by offering its ongoing contributions
already intended for such a use.

Response
13
Question
2
Response
1

Response
2
Response
3
Response
4
Response
5

We believe sharing is definitely a good way to follow, and this is the reason why we have
been doing it with some of our partners already.
Would a “round robin” code comparison and/or testing program help accelerate the
realization of commercial marine energy generation? Would you be interested in
participating in such a program?
Yes. There is a need for numerical model comparisons, both model- data and model-model
exercises give insight, see for instance Lynch,D.R. and Davies,A.M., Quantitative Skill
Assessment for Coastal Ocean Models, 1995, American Geophysical Union. I would be
interesting in participating in such a program, if the model validation exercise is wellprepared so that new insight can be achieved.
Yes, this might help, but I am not an expert in numerical models, so I would not be willing to
participate in this code comparison.
Yes it would accelerate marine energy development. In principle we would be interested in
participating.
Yes, a standard set of tests that could be used to verify operation of codes would be useful.
However, often it is the support of products and the extra features that reduce user error
are as important as accuracy of results.
We feel that such a programme of code comparison and testing would be a very valuable
way to determine the best tools currently available for device development, and would be
happy to participate (subject to confidentiality agreements etc.) by providing our code and
working with other parties to guide its continuing development.

Response Yes, a code comparison and code test program for the typical FD and TD system simulation
6
tools would be useful. The overlap of different code development efforts within each (not
across) of the different technology development domains (WEC, TEC, …) is large and there is
repetition of efforts.
On a separate note: Similarly, a physical testing (wave basins, wave flumes,.. ) comparison
campaign would be useful to validate the quality and identify the variation of physical
model testing.
Response It would definitely help accelerate the sector and it is important to air / expose the correct
7
use of some of the methodologies. Yes I would be interested in participation.
Response A code comparison effort would be useful to the industry, but would potentially be
8
commercially sensitive. Perhaps a better approach would be to have a one-to-one
relationship with a neutral organization (National Labs in the US) who could evaluate
different approaches without encroaching on developers sensitivities.
Response Yes, the SNMREC believes that cooperation to develop the most efficient and relevant tools
9
would help accelerate commercial realization of marine renewables and the center would
be interested in participating in such a program.
Response That would be a good idea. WavEC – Offshore Renewables already took part in a similar
10
project for codes comparison and verification, the Offshore Code Comparison Collaboration
Continuation (OC4) undertaken by the NREL, which led to interesting and positive
outcomes.

Question
3
Response
1

Response
2
Response
3
Response
4
Response
5
Response
6

What is the most important next step to take, using this workshop to help accelerate the
realization of commercial marine energy generation?
To select a few test sites, one strong candidate is the Pentland Firth, for testing ocean
model and to estimate tidal energy fluxes with more than one ocean models. Model
exercises often reveal large differences between model outputs from different models.
The flow will also depend on the wind and stratification, and current statistics may be
produced. Optimal positioning of turbines may be addressed in addition to upstream and
downstream effects of turbines.
I think we need to come up with a way to get machines in the water faster – whether this
comes as a result of better site characterization, or device modelling, I'm not sure. But it
isn't until we prove the capability of the full scale devices that the industry is going to take
off.
Further emphasis should be placed on the validation of software models, and investigation
into the limitations and the areas of uncertainty when comparing experimental data with
models. Greater certainty in validating small scale models with simulation models would
provide developers with greater confidence to scale up to full scale devices.
Understanding how the accuracy of the code/method/tool influences the uncertainty in
expected energy production and developing validated codes/methods/tools with the
required accuracy.
From the area that I am involved in, an open source equivalent of WAMIT and an open
source time-domain model based on the data from the open source equivalent of WAMIT
would be most useful to the industry/sector.
The ability to simulate realistic device scale ocean conditions in a reasonable amount of
time and cost and with easy to use inputs (i.e. from large scale ocean models and
bathymetry, etc.) – to support design and ultimately improved survivability and
performance. Supported by a wide range of verification/validation to develop industry
confidence.
Establishing benchmark cases

Response
7
Response The multi-national basis for this workshop the sharing of information is vital, as is the
8
funding of multi-national projects. The access to data, from full scale devices, from
developers is critical to accelerating the development.

Response It is important to decide on parameters to be predicted, in near wake and far wake and in
9
turbulent tidal flow. It is then important to specify appropriate modeling methods and
indicate computational resources needed.
Response Develop a list of tools and capabilities which already exist to “connect the dots” for
10
developers. Development must move forward economically and successfully; an emphasis
on over-optimization is often apparent with academic researchers. There should be an
increased focus on operational planning and the required tools (e.g. vessels, installation
techniques, maintenance strategies, mooring techniques) to reduce costs.
Response Platform for coordinating efforts at open source software coding, verifying…
11
Response From our point of view, the most important next steps are to determine the most salient
12
characteristics of marine turbulence from the point of view of a device designer, to assess
how well our BEMT code meets the current needs of developers and to make additions or

changes to the code as required to improve it.

Response To introduce, validate, find wide acceptance of objective and efficient Technology
13
Performance Level assessment tools and use these wisely and sufficiently rigorously to
guide the technology development process with respect to:
• Technology selection
• Technical due diligence
• Public funding allocation
• Private investment support services
Response Better communication of best practice, and state of the art models / analysis techniques.
14
Response How to make the optimization method of WEC more reasonable?
15
*Maximize output electricity: to capture more power, to convert more efficiently
*Minimizing the cost per life-time: including the cost of to build, deploy, install, mooring,
operating, maintaining, decommission, and so on.
Response The collection and access to experimental data that can be used to validate computer
16
codes.
Response Perhaps it is time to focus more effort on cost modeling tools?
17
Response The development of a global round-robin testing and simulation network (building off the
18
Marinet project?) to improve survivability and reliability and accelerate market entry for
novel systems that can reduce cost, environmental, and societal barriers to the wide
adoption of marine renewable energy technologies.
Response This workshop should provide all participants with basic information to compare and
19
improve tools. However, an essential next step is for OES or another group to actively
coordinate and encourage realization of the collaboration. The participants should not
return to their respective projects without a well-defined plan to extend and leverage
collective tool development efforts.
Response I think to realize and benchmark the cost of energy of a selected number of different
20
concepts in order to prioritize which aspects will most likely contribute to further
development.
Response • Define load cases to compare and verify/validate the codes
21
• Introductions of nonlinear parts in linear codes to perform accurate computation and
keep the computational time acceptable
• Development of numerical tools to simulate the dynamics of WEC arrays
• Define standards (numerical approach)
• Hybrid codes to simulate wind-wave or/and wave-currents coupled devices

Appendix 3: The Operating Agent and Organizers of the Workshop
For additional information you may contact either of the following workshop organizers:
Roger Bagbey, Operating Agent
Cardinal Engineering
735 8th Street SE, Suite 202
Washington, DC 20003
rbagbey@cardinalengineeringllc.com
(202) 506-3962
Bob Thresher
NREL Research Fellow
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
15013 Denver West Parkway
Golden CO 80401-3393
Robert.Thresher@nrel.gov

303-384-6922
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This Workshop seeks to accelerate the understanding of MECs and
their design through the following objectives:
o A compilation of modeling and analysis methods being employed
for MECs.
o

Welcome to Delegates
 12 Countries
 50 Delegates
 Collaboration between IEA-OES and EERA
 Introduce Co-Moderators/Organizers
 Self Introductions of Delegates

Workshop Structure
o 15 minute presentations, 5 minutes Q&A
o 26 presentations, very aggressive schedule, so

timing needs to be fairly rigid.
o 2 hours per day of discussion, focused on
objectives, led by Dr. Robert Thresher.
o Most important results:
o

o

Identify actions by analysts and designers to achieve
common understanding of device performance
Imbue confidence of investors, decision-makers, and end
users of marine energy generation.

With an understanding of various approaches, including their
limitations and the degree to which they have been verified or validated
by experiments and demonstrations, both methods developers and
device designers can be better informed, thereby avoiding duplication of
efforts and repeating past mistakes.

o Next steps for research and testing. Focused discussion to

identify research efforts that will create accurate, cost-efficient
computational methods that can be generally available to any
potential user.
o Participants in identified research. Identification of individuals
and organizations to collaborate on identified actions.
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Features of Swansea University’s
tidal-focussed BEMT code
Michael Togneri
John Chapman
Hannah Buckland
Ian Masters
James Orme

Basics
• Model based on the classical BEMT treatment:
– Induction factors a and b parametrise axial and tangential momentum
– Seek an agreement between blade element and momentum flux
estimates of momentum changes
– Solution in terms of a and b determined by minimising a quantity g for
each element: g = (dF1 – dF2)2 + (dT1 – dT2)2

• Rotor geometry defined by radius, chord, twist and
section lift/drag (section can vary radially)

High induction
• High induction correction deals with certain situations
where classical BEMT breaks down
• Specifically, HI is important where a exceeds 0.5
• A semi-empirical correction is introduced to force the
model to reflect real turbine behaviour
• This work has been validated against data from
p
y flume tank
Liverpool
University’s

Preliminaries
• Originally developed for a project that was spun
off into the industrial sector
• Current version for academic use only
• Code developed in Matlab 7 and 10:
• Easily modified
• Strong data visualisation capacity
• Native functions can simplify
development

• Requires a licence
• Slower than C, Fortran etc.
(although still quite fast!)

Simulation types
• Typical model run will solve a series of BEMT problems
• This series can extend over different variables
– Most common: running several problems at a range of TSRs to yield the
familiar performance curves (power, torque etc.)
– A quasi-unsteady model can approximate time variation (e.g., unsteady
inflow conditions, rotor braking etc.)
– A run over different rotation angles allows investigation of tower
shadowing effects
– Running over a range of yaw angles can be useful for fixed-heading
devices
– Wave inflow model can be run over a range of wave
frequencies/wavelengths

Tip/hub losses
• Due to radial flow near the tip and hub
• Losses are encapsulated in a single factor F relating the
element-local a and b to their azimuthal means
• The code can use the standard Glauert/Prandtl
correction, the Wilson/Lissaman adaptation, or the
Shen correction

Generalised inflow conditions

Generator model

• Standard BEMT assumes plug flow
• Our code allows each blade element to experience a
different inflow condition
• Standard flow types include power-law boundary layer
and combined wave/tide (collinear or non-collinear)
• Can use an arbitrary flow field from input file

• There are two possible generator models
• One is a fairly simple model that applies a torque based
on a target CP and TSR
• There is also a more sophisticated model simulating a
realistic generator control scheme and accounting for
bearing friction losses etc.
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Cavitation prediction

Blade off case

• Model can predict cavitation on a tidal turbine blade
• Looks for blade elements where pressure drops below
vapour pressure
• Requires additional data about blade sections (i.e.,
distributions of Cp)

• Useful tool for predicting loads in a particular
catastrophic failure mode: loss of a blade
• Same approach that allows non-uniform inflows allows
us to model complete lack of blade
• Example runs show teeter torque increasing ~6×, yaw
torque increasing ~30×
3
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Tower shadow

A flexible tool

• Presence of the support structure affects blade loads
• Use a model based on that of NREL AeroDyn code
• Upstream influence approximated with potential flow;
wake approximated with a semi-empirical model

• The code is a relatively straightforward and easilyadapted tool for carrying out tidal turbine research
• It incorporates the standard semi-empirical corrections
to the classical formulation of BEMT
• It extends the usability of BEMT to cases not normally
considered (dynamic inflow, variable rotor geometry)
• It can also provide additional data about structural
loading from waves etc.
• Development ongoing: tools for turbulence, refined
performance coefficient calculations, incorporation of
radial flow etc.
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Performance modeling of tidal current
device using stream-tube model,
vortex model and CFD
Prof. ZHANG Liang
HARBIN ENGINEERING UNIVERSITY
HARBIN 150001, CHINA
zhangliang@hrbeu.edu.cn

Part 1: Introduction

I.

Introduction

II. Modeling of turbine performance and loads
III. Fluid structure interaction analysis using ANSYS
IV. Coupled motions of floating turbine

V. Summary

1.1 HEU and equipment for Ocean RE

• Harbin Engineering University(HEU)
• R&DD on tidal-current energy in HEU
• Modeling Methods in HEU

WDQN˖hhP

1.2 R&DD on tidal-current energy in HEU

Rotor design
and optimization

Pre-research
δε

Carrier
design

EDVLQ˖hhP

• “Wangxiang I”—Ā863āprogram HEU˄1996-2002˅
“Wanxiang I” is a floating tidal current power station, which is
the first power station in China, installed in Zhejiang province in
2002.
Floating platform喛18mh9mh2.2m
Turbine: Cycloid type controllable-pitch V-axis twin-rotors
Capacity : 70kW

Mooring
design

Ocean device R&D
River device
δε
δε

FKDQQHOᷛᱢᱢP

Technology
demonstration
δε

• “Wangxiang II”—Ā863āprogram HEU˄2003-2005˅
“Wanxiang II” is a bottom-fixed tidal current power station
installed in Zhejiang province in 2005.
Dimensions喛7.6mh7.6mh5m
Turbine: Spring-control variable-pitch

• “Haiming I”—10kW bottom-based HAHT HEU (2008-2012)
Project: Special Funds of The National Marine Welfare Project

“Haiming I” is an independent bottom-fixed horizontal-axis
tidal current energy power system, which can self-adaptive
to face the tidal flow. It was installed on 23, Nov. 2011 in
Daishan county and has been working for over two yeas.

V-axis twin-rotors
Size of foundation: 7.5mh9.0mh6.5m
H-aixs turbine:
2 blades, fixed pitch
Power capacity: 10kW

Power capacity : 40kW

•

“Haineng I” —2h150kW Prototype HEU (2008-2012)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Catamaran carrier: 24h14h3m
Catenary moorings: 4h250m
Vertical-aixs turbine: 2h4 blades
Direct drive generator: 2h150kW
Water depth: 18-50m
Offshore distance : 120m
Length of transmissional cable : 350m
Anti-storm capacity : Grade 12 wind

• “Haineng III”—2300kW prototype DSS-HEU᧤2010-2013᧥

• “Haineng II”—2100kW prototype CNOOC-HEU᧤2010-2013᧥
Main technique :ćѣĈstyle ship-floating carrier, multipoint mooring, pitchcontrolled horizontal-aixs rotor, lifting equipment for installation and maintenance,
undersea cable for power transmission .

Demo. site: Zhaitang Island strait, ShanDong province
Main parameters:
Power capacity: 2100 kW
Rotor diameter: 12 m
Design flow velocity: 1.7 m/s
Average water depth: 38 m
Offshore distance: 1000 m

CNOOC-HEU: 2100 kW prototype

1.3 Modeling Methods in HEU

Contractor: Daishan Gaoting shipyard, HEU
Technics: ćѣĈstyle ship-floating carrier, multipoint mooring, cross- shaped vertical
rotor, lifting equipment for maintenance, undersea cable for power transmission

Demo. site : Guishan strait in Daishan county
Main parameters:
The capacity: 2300 kW
Rotor diameter: 6 m
Rated velocity: 3.0 m/s
Average water depth: 40 m
Offshore distance: 300 m

DSS-HEU: 2300 kW prototype

• Stream-tube model: SDMT,DDMT
• Vortex-panel model and finite vortex model
• CFD model: Fluent- UDF /CFX-User Fortran

Part 2:

1.1 Blade design code of HAHT

Modeling of turbine performance and loads

Determine rotor design parameters
based on environmental
Airfoils selection

1. HAHT
9 Blade design code
9 Performance calculating model using CFD
9 Diffuser design

Design shape line by BEM
Optimization with stream-tube method

2. VAHT
9
9
9
9

Set the initial chord length or attack
angle of the blade element

Stream-tube model
Vortex model
CFD model
Optimization code of blade motion

Identify the chord length or attack
angle when Cp reaches maximum

CFD or test verification

1.2 Turbine hydrodynamic performance by CFX
Rotating

D
sin(Zt )
4

Damping and added mass coefficients are
derived by fitting the time-varying
hydrodynamic curves using least square
fitting method.

EXP data by A.S. Bahaj,
Renewable Energy, 2006
V=1.73m/s, pitch angle=5e

• DDMT
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• HEU-VAHT design tool developing

2.1 Stream-tube model for VAHT
Z

1.3 Diffuser design and optimization code
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• Modified SDMT model
with CD0 and CD1
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The VAHT software is under
development which constitutes by
design module, computing module
and data analysis module based on
stream-tube model.

2.3 CFD model for VAHT

2.2 Vortex model for VAHT
Finite vortex model

• Validation of CFD model

Vortex-panel model for transient loads
3, O
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• Free surface effect

Exp-J.H.Strickland,1979
Fluent-K. Sun, 2008
VPM2D-L.B. Wang, 2006
FEVDTM-F.L.Ponta, 2001
Present-Z.C. Li, 2012
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• Freely-variable-pitch turbine’s transient motion
with mass properties

2.7



2.4 Blade motion optimization code

D=0.8m,C=0.08m,b=1m,Z=3,NACA0
018, C1=0.1, Φ=-10e~10e

(CFX+User Fortran)
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Part 3:
Fluid-structure interaction analysis by ANSYS
• Simulation methods of FSI analysis for tidal-current
turbines
• FSI example for VAHT and HAHT

360

1

1.5

λ

2

2.5

3

3.1 FSI simulation method
 Quick coupling algorithm based on the potential flow theory
Flow chart:

Analysis
a ys s in
interface

3.1 FSI simulation method

3.2 Numerical example-VAHT

 Accurate coupled algorithm based on CFD and finite element method

Liu Wendong ,HEU, 2011

Flow chart:
t:

Calculating model

Analysis interface

axis strain vs time

3.2 Numerical example-HAHT

Part 4: Coupled motions of floating turbine


Validation model -Southampton, calculation-HEU
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• Hydrodynamic response of VAHT
• Turbine’s damping and added mass under surge
• The dynamic performance of mooring system





Fluid model

7ZRZD\)6,
2QHZD\)6,
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Structure model
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Blade deformation
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4.2 Turbine’s damping and added mass under surge

4.1 Hydrodynamic response of VAHT

D=4m, chord=0.8m,Z=2

The hydrodynamic coefficients of the VAHT are:

u

c c O , V , Re; u , a , T
| cuni  c nu  c m a

wT: rotating
U: uni. flow

Cx

y

AZ sin Zt ; v 0

c



n



n



m



m



Z(rad/s)
0.4
















q

2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
1
fx 0.6
0.4
0
0.2
xx 0.0
1 -0.2
xx -0.4
0 -0.6
-0.8
xx -1.0
1 -1.2
xx -1.4
-1.6
-1.8
-2.0

0

cfx

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6



7V

Damping and added-mass vs surge

Cx under surge; ω=1.0rad/s

3

2

v: sway
where

T ZT t  T0

u: surge

x

The damping and added-mass are almost
constants at different surge frequencies, they are
the function of tip speed ratio .

0

cfx

1

1

cfx
0

0

nxx
1

nxx -1
0

mxx
1

The added mass of turbine is small, while the
damping coefficient is important.

mxx-2

O

-3
1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

Damping and added mass vs TSR

3.6

4.3 The dynamic performance of mooring system
Consider a 2D single catenary, loads on it are
divided into two parts:
average flow load + wave load
F: working
load of VAHT

Method I: only surge
Method II: coupling of surge, heave and pitch

Water depth : 25m
Catenary weight: 828N/m
Catenary length : 100m
Station displacement : 128 t
F: 10 - 600 kN,
Wave spectrum: Jonswap

Welcome to Harbin !

Thanks for Your Attention !
HEU
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SUMMARY
• During the last 30 years, HEU has studied the
modeling for design and performance of turbine,
carrier and mooring system to form a comprehensive
series of codes.
• All the models and methods are partly validated in
either our lab or by prototypes.
• Future research work concerning methods and codes
is needed through international collaboration.

Background: Operating Environment
Ocean current installations differ from other in-stream projects:





Energy-dense flow located near the sea surface (within upper 100 m)
Flow located in total water depths greater than 250 m (99% found deeper)
Current reversals can occur at many global sites
Speeds can temporarily decrease to near zero at many sites

Ocean
O
cean Current
Current TTurbine
urbine Modeling
Modeling
3 year averaged kinetic energy density > 0.5 kW/m2 at a depth of 50 m

James H. VanZwieten, Jr., PhD
Research Professor
OES Annex V Workshop
11/25/2013

2

Motivation

Early Stage Prototypes

Investigate Challenges at Lower Risk/Cost

Unique challenges:
 System performance should be quantifiable during both towed and
moored testing,
 Water depths typically allow for only very low resolution current
measurements if bottom mounted instruments are utilized, and
 OCTs will be moored or suspended and therefore will have motion in 6+
DOF.

Surface waves (deployment and storms)

Operating range
50 to 150 m

Drag and torque

Pitch, surge,
And yaw

Variable
Velocity

Storage depth
200 m
Mooring scope 3:1 min
Approx 1200 m

Power cable
Drag

Mooring cable
Drag

Anchor forces

Depth of water 400 m

4

3

Solution: Numerical Models

Quantifying Performance
Minimum metrics:


Overall system efficiency ߟ௦௬௦ = ܲ /(0.5ߩ ܷܣଷ ),



Shaft power ܲ௦௧ = ܲ /ߟ (ܴܲܯ, ܲ ),



Rotor efficiency ߟ୰୭୲୭୰ = ܲ௦௧ /(0.5ߩ ܷܣଷ ),





Relative free stream velocity,
Electric power output, and
Turbine attitude/motion.

1. An OCT simulation developed in
MatLab/Simulink including:




Sensor numerical models to
include realistic measured states
Basic generator model
Basic cable model

2. An OCT external function for
OrcaFlex

5

6

Numerical Model Overview
Sensor and
Generator
Models

Force Models
Environmental
Conditions
Steady
Current
Profile
Wave
Forcing
Model

7 DOF OCT

BEM Rotor
Model

Strategy: Treat as separate rigid bodies

Generator
Model

Component
Force Models
(drag and lift other
than rotor or cable)

Sensor
Models

Equations of
Motion

Simulated
Performance
Measurements

1

Cable Forces
7-DOF
OCT

2

Cable
Nodes

7

8

Electrical Power Output

BEM Rotor Model
Rotor Model

Environmental
conditions

Relative flow velocities
(free stream + motion + wake)

OCT states
Calculate axial and tangential forces
on elements

Calculate quasi-static
wake field

Calculate net forces and
moments on rotor shaft

Dynamic wake inflow
model

Calculated with:
– Shaft torque
– Relative rotor rotational velocity
– Generator efficiency ܲ = ߬௦  ߟாெ (ܴܲܯ, ߬௦ )

Wake field interpolated to
blade element locations

To OCT
Equations
of Motion

9

Sensor Models

10

Lumped-Mass Cable Model

 IMU rate gyro (100 Hz, deg/s)

0.0027
0.0055
࣓ ் = ࣓ௌ + 0.0041 + 0.0060 ή ࢘ࢇࢊ
0.0054
0.0051

 Acoustic Doppler Profiler (1 Hz, m/s)

Linear Elastic Elements

0.017
࢛ = ࢛ௌ + 0.052 ή ࢘ࢇࢊ
0.052

Cable Nodes

 Electric Power (1Hz, W)

P୭ = Rଵ (Pୣ + 65 n୰ୟ୬ୢ )
ܲ = ܴଵ (ܲ + 145 ݊ௗ )

@25 RPM
@50 RPM

11
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OrcaFlex OCT External Function

Validation Status

Start

Time Step

Return to
OrcaFlex

Increment ExF#

Read
ExF(s)

yes

1st
Run?

no

Max
Time?

no

ExF #

yes

End

Forces
yes

Constants

no

no

Last
ExF?

1st
run?
yes

yes

External OCT C++
Function

User
Inputs

Correct
inputs?
no

Error

OrcaFlex

13
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Future work
 Planned Improvements:




Q&A

Turbulence model
Multi-rotor capability
Up-stream turbine flow disturbances

 Possible Improvements:



Southeast National Marine Renewable
Energy Center

BEM rotor code replaced with NREL’s AeroDyne?
OrcaFlex simulation: account for flow variations over the swept area of the blade?

EE319, 777 Glades Road,
Boca Raton, FL 33431
Office: (561)297-0955
jvanzwi@fau.edu
http://snmrec.fau.edu/

15

16

Modular software package for
simulation of
tidal turbine performance and loads

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft in Germany

 80 research units, including
60 Fraunhofer Institutes
 22,000 staff
 € 1.8 billion annual research budget

Jochen Bard
Head of Department Energy Conversion and Energy Storage
Fraunhofer Institute for Wind Energy & Energy System Technology - IWES
© Fraunhofer IWES

Lübeck
Bremerhaven
Bremen

undertakes applied research of direct utility
to private and public enterprise and of wide
benefit to society.

Photo: Ana Brito e Melo

Rostock

Itzehoe

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, the largest
organization for applied research in Europe

Research centers and representative
offices in Europe, USA, Asia and in the
Middle East.

Hannover

Potsdam

Braunschweig

Berlin
Teltow

Magdeburg

Cottbus
Oberhausen
Halle
Dortmund
Kassel Schkopau
Leipzig
Duisburg
Schmallenberg
Dresden
Jena
St. Augustin
Aachen
Chemnitz
Euskirchen
Wachtberg
Ilmenau
Darmstadt
Würzburg
St. Ingbert

Erlangen

Kaiserslautern Fürth Nürnberg

SaarbrückenKarlsruhe
Pfinztal
Ettlingen
Stuttgart
Freising
Freiburg
Holzen
EfringenKirchen

München
Holzkirchen

© Fraunhofer IWES

Fraunhofer Institute for Wind Energy and
Energy System Technology
Bremerhaven and Kassel
Advancing Wind Energy and Energy System Technology
Research spectrum:
 Wind energy from material development to grid optimization
 Energy system technology for all renewables
Foundation:

2009

Annual budget:
Personal:
Directors:

approx. 30 million Euro
approx. 500
Prof. Dr. Andreas Reuter,
Prof. Dr. Clemens Hoffmann

Experimental facilities













Rotor blade test stands
DyNaLab: Multi-MW nacelle testbench, compl. in 2013
Component test stands
Climate chambers
Offshore test field for materials and systems
Representative wind measurement network
for Germany (200m Metmast, mobile LIDARs)
DeMoTec – Design center for modular
supply technology for components
and subsidiary systems
SysTec – Systems test center,
open air test site
DG (Distributed Generation) test and
certification center and European DERlab network
Accredited test laboratory electromagnetic compatibility
with open area test site according to IEC 17025
Experimental center for bio energy systems technology

© Fraunhofer IWES

© Fraunhofer IWES

Ocean Energy Group: Technology development

Market development, international networks

Selected wave and tidal related projects
 SEAFLOW (2003), SEAGEN (2008)
 Kobold I (2007), Kobold II (2010/11)
 Pulse Tidal 1.2 MW demonstration project (FP7 2009-2013)

 Market and Resource Studies
Wave Energy Feasibility Study for the German EEZ (Vattenfall)
World wide ocean energy WEB GIS – OES IA
Tidal energy study for SE Asia (under negotiation)

 CORES – Components for Ocean Renewable Energy Systems (FP7 ’08-’10)
 SDWED – Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices (Dan. Res. Council)
 Tidal Sense Demo: Field testing of sensor technologies
 Tidal turbine concept development for German industry client
 Tidal turbine dynamic simulations for German industry clients
 New concepts for measuring currents, waves (WCI) and turbulence

 Coordinating Research & Networking
Ocean Energy Network (FP6)
ORECCA: Ocean Renewable Energy Conversion Platforms – Coord. Action
MARINET: research infrastructure project for offshore wind and OE
EERA Marine

 Tidal sails: PTO, control, DAQ etc.
 …

 Membership in international organizations
OES IA: Ocean Energy System Implementing Agreement
IEC TC114 (German Mirror committee at DKE/VDE)

© Fraunhofer IWES

© Fraunhofer IWES

 DTOcean: Array tools for wave and tidal energy (starts 10/201

Simulation toolbox overview

Examples for OE Technology Developments
300 kW

1.2 MW
Twin rotor

 Resource models
 Tidal constituents, velocity profile, WCI, turbulence
 Sensor models and site characterisation tools
 Primary energy converter models based on BEM/CFD approach:
 Horizontal (uni-/bi-directional, fixed & pitched, variable speed, 1d/2d…)
 Vertical (active/ passive pitch, variable speed, …)
 Oscillating hydrofoil (active pitching, fixed & variable stroke, wake, …)
 Linear motion

150 kW
Vertical
Axis

1.2 MW
oscillating
hydrofloil
Danish Wavestar
through SDWED

© Fraunhofer IWES

Irish
OE buoy

 Secondary energy conversion (PTO)
 Electrical
 direct drive PME synchronous generator
 high speed generator (squirrel cage…)
 Frequency converter
 Mechanical: Shaft, bearing, speed increaser, …
 Hydraulics: linear and rotating conversion
 Structural loads, DELs and dynamics models
 Stiff structures (geometrical representation)
 Structural dynamics (multibody; mass & stiffness representation)
 Kinematics (oscillating and linear)
© Fraunhofer IWES

Simulation toolbox overview (continued)
 Control engineering models
 Embedded C-code
 Hardware compatible (Beckhoff, Bachmann, …)
 Various optimisations: maximum power, dynamic load reduction…
 Advanced features:
 Load compensation (multiple rotors)
 Model based observer (condition monitoring)
 Load prediction tools (wave prediction)
 Array controller (voltage & frequency stabilization)
 Real time version (e.g. HIL testing)
 Grid modeling
 Inter array grid, transformer, HVDC&AC grid
 Island grid operation and control
 Field data analysis
 Processing of sensor data
 Processing of SCADA data (time series, statistical analysis, PSD,…)

© Fraunhofer IWES

© Fraunhofer IWES

Tidal turbine design process

Control development: dynamic simulation model

Resource characterisation 9

“Typically” technology specific water to wire Matlab/Simulink-Model

Conceptual design

CFD, FEM, physical model
testing

Component development/ tests

Prototype field test (1:4)
Grid integration, array modelling, …

֜ dynamic simulation of the controlled PTO systems
֜ Input: tidal currents, velocity profiles, waves, turbulence
֜ output: electrical power to the grid,
dynamic loads (torques, bending moments, ….)

Demonstration (1:1)

© Fraunhofer IWES

© Fraunhofer IWES

Control development: from concept to implementation…

Control development: …to HIL testing

Objectives


Evaluation and development of the control strategy



Identification of the control parameters



Development of the operational control (start, stop, power control…)

Methodology:


Extensive use of the in-house toolbox for Matlab Simulink



Modular software concept with interfaces to other simulators



C++ model implementation (fast and flexible code)



Implementation of control algorithms into PLC hardware (e.g. Beckhoff)

© Fraunhofer IWES

Control development: …to commissioning

© Fraunhofer IWES

Control development: …to field testing and analysis

© Fraunhofer IWES

© Fraunhofer IWES

Control development: … to validation and optimisation

Real-Time Test Bed for Array Controllers

Real-time simulator:
 modelling the velocity field, array
grid and turbines
 automatic testing of soft- and
hardware of park controllers and
communication system
Test cases:
 Set point changes
 Grid voltage changes (symmetrical/
unsymmetrical)
 Frequency changes

© Fraunhofer IWES

© Fraunhofer IWES

The Kobold II Indonesia project: powering a village grid

Power smoothing by Supercapacitors: OEBuoy, CORES

~

Gene
rator
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~
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SuperCap module
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Wave Prediction

Advanced control of a Point Absorber WEC
Control schemes:
1) SE – control

Wave Rider Buoy
Sea state: Hs = 4.01m;

2
1

-1

-3

0
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time (s)
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Real-time prediction
of North Sea wave elevation

Tools

vopt=f(Fw)

0
200

90

2)

Observer
bserv

Model-predictive-control

MPC
PC

100

50

© Fraunhofer IWES

10 good ideas a day
keep your competitors away

| Fw

Fw

1

2

Sea State

Future needs ideas!

WEC
WE

150

0

© Fraunhofer IWES

Fw

v

linear damping
PI-control
SE-control
MPC
Theoretical Optimum (Optimal control, no friction, etc.)

250

-2

Industrial - PLC

Fcntrl.

300

mean power in mW

wave elevation (m)

P

measured
estimated, 2.34s ahead
estimated, 6.25s ahead

3

| Fw(t+T)

Adaptive Filter in
Matlab/Simulink

6

Sea State

© Fraunhofer IWES
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© Fraunhofer IWES
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DSSOLFDWLRQV

'HDQ6WHLQNH
'\QDPLFV\VWHPVDQDO\VLV/WG
+DOLID[16&DQDGD

2YHUYLHZ
ì

DSA – Who is Dynamic
Systems Analysis Ltd?

ì

ProteusDS

ì

Marine energy research
projects

ì

ì

Tidal R&D

ì

Wave R&D

Q&A

2(6$QQH[9FRPSXWDWLRQDOPRGHOLQJDQGDQDO\VLVRI
0DULQHHQHUJ\FRQYHUWHUV
1RYHPEHU
(GLQEXUJK6FRWODQG

:KHUHLV'6$"
ì

Victoria, BC and Halifax, NS

3URWHXV'6
ì

Time-domain software
application for:
ì

Moorings

ì

Risers / pipelines

ì

Towing

ì

Towed bodies

ì

UUVs / AUVs / ROVs

ì

Aquaculture (fish farms)

ì

Multi-body hydrodynamics

ì

Launch and recovery

ì

Wave energy

ì

Tidal energy

+LVWRU\
ì

Started 2006

ì

7 employees

ì

Formed by Dean Steinke /
Ryan Nicoll

ì

Spin off from University of
Victoria

3URWHXV'6YLGHR

3URWHXV'6.H\FDSDELOLWLHV

3URWHXV'6(QYLURQPHQWDOPRGHOLQJ

ì

Cable / pipeline finite-element model

ì

Spectral wind model

ì

Mechanism modeling using articulated body algorithm

ì

Irregular wave models

ì

6 DOF rigid body model – vessels and platforms

ì

JONSWAP

API / controllers

ì

P-M

ì

ì

ì

Regular wave models
ì

Airy

ì

Stokes

Advanced current modeling
ì

3URWHXV'6K\GURG\QDPLFV
ì

Custom current profile

3URWHXV'66LPXODWLRQ7RROER[

Advanced hydrodynamics
modeling

ì

Built-in documentation

ì

Text-based graphical
interface

ì

Import from WAMIT or
ShipMo3D

ì

Displacement RAO

ì

Parts and model library

ì

Wave load

ì

Customizable

ì

Nonlinear buoyancy

ì

Tutorials

ì

Wind and current loading

ì

Manuals

ì

Cable / line loading

ì

Winch interaction

3URWHXV'64XHXLQJPDQDJHU
ì

ì
ì

Monitor batches of
simulations
Pause / play
View progress

3RVW3'6
ì

Sea surface visualization

ì

Video export

ì

Orthographic

ì

Report mode

ì

Plotting

ì

Rendered vs. engineering
mode

7LGDOHQHUJ\U '
ì

NRCan EcoEII project:
“Reducing the cost of instream tidal energy
generation through
comprehensive site
assessment”

ì

Multidisciplinary team

7LGDOHQHUJ\5 '

7LGDOHQHUJ\5 '

7LGDOHQHUJ\5 '
ì

ì

Integrated approach:
ì

Site hydrodynamic modeling

ì

Field measurement

ì

Site selection

ì

Device design

ì

Mooring design

ì

Launch and recovery

ì

ì

Simulation tools:
ì

FVCom

ì

ProteusDS

ì

CFD
ì

3URWHXV'6IRUWLGDOHQHUJ\
ì

Gravity foundation
hydrodynamics

ì

Launch and recovery

ì

Floating platform dynamics

ì

Mooring design for high flow
environments

ì

Spatially varying flow
environments

ì

Seabed analysis

Establishment of natural flow
conditions (2013-2014)
ì

Measurements of the flow
(Dalhousie, FTI)

ì

Modeling of tidal flow
(Acadia)

Specific TEC Device modeling
(2013-2014)
ì

Modeling flow-structure
interaction

ì

Modelling of turbulent flow /
turbine performance

TEC device monitoring (2015)
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ProteusDS

ì

West Coast Wave Initiative (WCWI) with University of Victoria
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ULFKDUGNDUVWHQ#DFDGLDXFD
:HVWFRDVWZDYHLQLWLDWLYH
%UDG%XFNKDP
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Coupling with Matlab, Fortran, C++, C#, Java, etc.

Introduction
CFD models –
lab scale TST
sta
quasi-static

Wave and current
models CFD with
VoF

ADCP data
collection1

Detailed ADCP
data collection1

Modelling Tidal Stream Turbines
- 2 Way Coupled FSI

TST CFD models
d l
- full scale ,
uniform and
profiled flow

Tim O’Doherty

A
Arrays
with
waves and
currents –
quasi-static and
transient.
With FSI???

transient FSI
SI
models + waves
and mapped
pp
current from
fro
ADCP data

Transient CFD2

Daphne O’Doherty, Allan Mason-Jones, Ceri Morris, Carwyn Frost, Sarah Tatum
Experimental
validation lab scale TST

Transient FSI models
– with and without
structure)

Condition
Monitoring

Index route to present 2 way coupled FSI modelling at Cardiff
1Data

collected by Paul Evans and Chris Wooldridge, Cardiff School of Earth sand Oceanographic studies
analysis of condition monitoring, i.e. for damaged blades, worn/damaged components (bearings, shaft, etc)

2Includes

Introduction

Quasi-Static FSI - Deflection and pressure distribution

Validation work of the turbine characteristics have been carried out using CFD
and experimental measurements and have been reported elsewhere*.

FSI Modelling using ANSYS software: 2-way coupled CFD and FEA.
Turbine Only – Quasi-static modelling
 Tidal Stream Turbine Performance effects due to blade loading.
 Fatigue and life predictions

Turbine-Stanchion – Transient modelling with uniform and profiled inlet.
 Tidal Stream Turbine Performance effects due to Structural support
shadowing
 Power
 Axial Thrust
 Drive Shaft Bending Moments
 Life Predictions

Deflection /m

Pressure /Pa

Example
 2 Blades
 Material: Steel (E = 19GNm-2)
 2 way coupled Fluid-Structure Interaction
 Deflections
 Stress calcs
 Safety factors
 Fatigue and life predictions

Sea Conditions
 Inlet mapping from ADCP data set
 Wave, wave current interaction – linear and non-linear waves
*A Mason-Jones, D M. O’Doherty, C E Morris, T O’Doherty, CB Byrne, I Owen, S Tedds, R Poole.

Available Life/cyclyes

1.00E+06

Fatigue Sensitivity (2 BladesSteel)

5.00E+05

0.00E+00
E+00
+00
0.5

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.7

Loading History

Non-dimensional Scaling of tidal stream turbines. Energy, DOI 10.1016/j.energy.2012.05. 0102012, 2012

Power v Deflection v Modulus of Elasticity

Turbine - Structure Interaction

0.55
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Power/MW

0.5
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0.4
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0.5
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Max Deflection/m
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0
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Tin
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Modulus / Nm-2

¾

Analysing



Turbine with Stanchion,
Plug Flow / Profiled Flow
Transient

2.00E+11

Steel




GFRP

CFRP

¾




On-Going
Velocity - ADCP data
Free surface - waves and current
Array and environmental
interactions

Directionality Study
Turbine Characteristics for
varying proximity to Stanchion –
Uniform Velocity
Flood
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-220000
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1000.0

Bending Moment
Axial mis-alignment of Thrust
leading to bending moment about
the drive shaft.
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Two Way Fluid Solid Interaction – Uniform Velocity
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Near Wake Characterisation of TST in Profiled Flow

Power & Thrust for Different Wave-Current Conditions
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Data from Rob Poole and Tiago De Jesus Henriques, Liverpool University
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d) Fatigue Life
c) Safety Factor
ANSYS CFX & Structural - FSI model at Peak Power

360

Two Way Fluid Solid Interaction - Profiled flow
Turbine position 60°

TSR

Cp

CT

Uniform Velocity
V = 3.0816 m/s
1/7th power law profile
Vmax = 3.0816 m/s
VvA = 2.538 m/s

3.61

0.385

0.77

3.61

0.38

0.77

Max Deflection at
blade tip (mm)
60.48

Max Von Mises Stress
(MPa)
34

B1, B2 - 45
B3 - 38

38
30

Profiled Velocity
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L1 Flood

200.0

Angle of Bending
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Angle of Bending Moment
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200.0

Axial Bending Moment
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0.0

Axial Bending Moment
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0.36

Axial Bending Moment [KNm]

Total Thrust @ 3m Flood [N]

300000
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L3

Thrust B1 @ 3m Flood

L3 Flood

L1 Flood

0.42

Cp

Ebb

Flood

a) Total Mesh Displacement

b) Von Mises Stress

Two Way Fluid Solid Interaction - Profiled flow
Turbine at
60°

Volumetric
Average
velocity (m/s)

Axial Load
(kN)

Cp

CT
B1

B2

B3

Total

Uniform

3.0816

0.385

0.77

96

96

96

Profile

2.538

0.380

0.77

65

66

59

Waves can be oblique to the tidal flow

Bending
Moment
(kNm)

Angle
(°)

288

40

165

194

21

269

CFD and FSI Sea Conditions being added
Bathymetry
– Sea bed profile and constituency

ADCP
– Define the conditions





Velocity
Transient behaviour
Turbulence
Sea Surface /water
column depth
figure from Simon Neill Bangor University

o Wave climate is an important consideration
in characterizing tidal stream energy sites.
o Wave angle may be important within CFD
models of wake interaction and fatigue
loading.
ADCP data by: Paul Evans and Chris Wooldridge, Cardiff University

Conclusions
2-way coupled Fluid Structural Interaction has been shown that it
can be a powerful tool in understanding the critical points in a
device design.
Even with the simplest of flows and structures can cause high
loadings and resulting bending moments on a turbine drive shaft.
With detailed models potential failure points with a full device
design can be identified, as can areas of over design.
Extreme conditions, including wave and current interaction and
bathymetry could provide enough information for reasonable life
prediction and maintenance schedules.

o Wave penetration down the water column
function of wave length

o

Orbital motion

o

Orbits flatten out as depth increases

o

At flume bottom particles simply move
back and forwards in one plane

o

Less velocity fluctuation with increasing
depth due to reduced action of the wave.
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Tidal Resource Modelling Using FVCOM
Justine McMillan
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FVCOM
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Conclusions

Eco Energy Project
Reducing the cost of in-stream tidal energy generation through
comprehensive hydrodynamic site assessment
1) Establishment of Natural Flow Conditions (2013-2014)

2) Speciﬁc TEC Device Modelling, Estimation of Power Potential and
Eﬀects on Natural Flow Regime (2013-2014)
Richard Karsten, Aidan Bharath, Mitchell O’Flaherty-Sproul, Alex Hay, Greg Trowse

3) TEC Device Monitoring, Evaluation of Eﬀects on Natural Flow
Regime, Validation and Improvement of Models (2015)
Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Eco Energy Project

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Digby Neck, Nova Scotia

Reducing the cost of in-stream tidal energy generation through
comprehensive hydrodynamic site assessment
1) Establishment of Natural Flow Conditions (2013-2014)

2) Speciﬁc TEC Device Modelling, Estimation of Power Potential and
Eﬀects on Natural Flow Regime (2013-2014)

3) TEC Device Monitoring, Evaluation of Eﬀects on Natural Flow
Regime, Validation and Improvement of Models (2015)
Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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FVCOM
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ADCP comparisons

Ongoing Work

Conclusions

Finite Volume Coastal Ocean Model

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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FVCOM
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ADCP comparisons

Ongoing Work

Conclusions

Digby Neck Reﬁnements (e.g. Grand Passage)

• Developed at UMassD

and WHOI
• Unstructured grid
• Hydrostatic
• Free Surface
• k- closure scheme
• 2D and 3D capabilities

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Digby Neck Reﬁnements (e.g. Grand Passage)
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FVCOM
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Conclusions

2D simulation

• Timestep: 0.25 s
• Forced with 5 tidal constituents
◦ M2, N2, S2, K1, O1
• Probes placed at measurement

locations

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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FVCOM
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Ongoing Work
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Model Validation – ADCP Deployments (2012)

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Model Validation – ADCP Deployments (2012)

• 300 kHz and 600 kHz
• Ensembles of 20 s, 120 s, 150 s
• Bin sizes of 0.5 m, 1 m
• Month-long deployments

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Comparisons to 2D simulations
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FVCOM
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Comparisons to 2D simulations

Grand Passage # 4

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)

Grand Passage # 3
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Comparisons to 2D simulations – metrics

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Digby Gut # 4

Digby Gut # 4
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Importance of Bathymetry

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Ongoing Work in Grand Passage

Ongoing Work
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Turbulence Measurements Using ADCPs
z = 10 m

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Turbulence Measurements at Hub Height
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Three Dimensional Simulations (GP4)
North velocity

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Three Dimensional Simulations (GP4)

Three Dimensional Simulations (GP4)

East velocity

Vertical velocity
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Depth Proﬁles (GP4)

Conclusions

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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Conclusions
• FVCOM is capable of modelling high resolution ﬂows in shallow

channels (grid resolution and bathymetry are important)
• In 2D, the model is overestimating the ﬂuctuations in the ﬂow
• In 3D, the model is underestimating the vertical velocity
• Ongoing work to compare turbulence quantities (suggestions?)

Annex V Workshop (Justine McMillan)
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RANS and LES CFD for performance,
loading and wake simulation of tidal
stream turbines in full scale tidal
turbulence
Presented by Peter Stansby

OES Annex V Workshop II –
Computational Modeling and Analysis of Wave and
Tidal Converters

Tidal stream turbine hydrodynamics
 Rotating blades at very high Reynolds number
 Tidal turbulence - large horizontal scales
 High shear - hard to predict
 Wake effect of support structure
 Wave effects
 Flotsam impact
 Marine animal impact

Scope of talk
 Tidal stream turbine problems
 Projects involved
 CFD methods
 Results
 Future work

UKCMER

Projects involved
 EPSRC Supergen Marine Challenge:
X-MED: eXtreme loading of Marine Energy Devices due to waves ,
currents, flotsam and mammal impact
 ETI projects:
ReDAPT (Reliable Data Acquisition Platform for Tidal)
PerAWAT (Performance Assessment of Wave And Tidal array
systems)

People involved
David Apsley, Imran Afgan, James McNaughton (PhD now Alstom),
Stefano Rolfo (now STFC Daresbury), Tim Stallard, Peter Stansby,
Alistair Revell, soon Umair Ahmed

What does flow look like?

Focus:
Alstom/TGL
1MW turbine

CFD
vorticity

Basic steady flow features from lab experiments
TIDAL TURBULENCE
More complex than wind turbulence which has been extensively studied

Shear layers

Horizontal length scales several times larger than vertical – typically 5x
Rotational
near wake

Self similar far wake

Large horizontal eddies restrained by bed and water surfaces
Some evidence of oscillatory flow
in auto-correlation coefficient
– data from lab

Downstream vorticity
plots

Various Aspects of Modelling and Simulation

CFD - EDF Code_SATURNE
Sliding mesh for rotor (Manchester development)
RANS – mainly k-ʘ SST with scalable wall functions
LES – standard Smagorinsky and dynamic SSG modelling
SEM – Synthetic Eddy Modelling for ambient turbulence
(Manchester developments)
LES/SEM – weeks on EDF Blue-Gene with 2000 processors
References :
Afgan,I., McNaughton,J., Rolfo,S., Apsley,D.D.,
Stallard,T.,Stansby,P. 2013 Turbulent flow and loading on a tidal
stream turbine by LES and RANS, Int.J.Heat Fluid Flow 43, 96-108
DOI: 10.1016/j.ijheatfluidflow.2013.03.010

Courtesy Imran Afgan

McNaughton,J., Afgan,I., Apsley,DD., Rolfo,S., Stallard,T. and Stansby,P.
2013 A simple sliding mesh interface procedure and its application to
the CFD simulation of a tidal stream turbine, Int. J. Num. Meth. Fluids
DOI: 10.1002/fld.3849

Horizontal axis laboratory scale towed
Sliding mesh method

3 blades, nacelle and a mast. Turbine
Diameter 0.8m. TST blade 17 NACA 6-series
Turbine blade is modelled in a 1200 segment
Model Dimensions Bahaj et al. 2005
Re = 1.2 x 106, να͖͕͔-4
TSR = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 with 1% inlet TI and TSR 6
with 1, 10 & 20% TI
TSR, Thrust and Power defined as

Lab scale Tidal Stream Turbine (TST)
Sustainable Energy Series, Report 3, University of Southampton, Bahaj
et. al. 2005

A.S. Bahaj, A.F. Molland, J.R. Chaplin and W.M.J. Batten. Power
and Thrust Measurements of Marine Current Turbines under
various Hydrodynamic Flow Conditions in a Cavitation Tunnel
and a Towing Tank. Renewable Energy, 32(3), 407-426 (2007).

Courtesy Imran
Afgan

Courtesy James
McNaughton

Mesh Sensitivity Study
Block structured non-conforming Mesh 52 blocks
8 levels of Meshes refinement
Further optimized refinement, CF Mesh chosen 7.38 million cells
LES-NWR 99% of geometry has Y+ < 5
RANS: K-ɘ SST and k-ɂ, with scalable wall functions
LES : Standard Smagorinsky model and Germano’s Dynamic model with Lilly’s
Modification. RANS mesh 2.7 million cells
RANS Models tested standard k-ɂ and K-ɘ SST, with scalable wall functions
Development 8-10 rotations, averaging last 12 rotations

CT and CP for Southampton turbine

Courtesy Imran
Afgan

LES and RANS
Iso-Q surfaces coloured by mean streamwise vorticity
turbulence intensity
1%

10%

20%

Shows how vorticity unrealistically washed out with high turbulence with RANS

Results: Mean Blade Pressures

Parallelisation

Mean Pressure Coefficient at
different r/R locations

Increasing TSR difference
between suction & pressure
sides becomes small
Root chord most affected,
considerable loss of lift at off
design conditions due to
suction side pressure under
prediction

k-ɘ SST

LES
Courtesy Imran
Afgan

EMEC velocity profiles

With no onset turbulence – towed turbine
 Some confidence in CFD based on
Code_SATURNE
 LES results overall very good
 RANS results good particularly at max Cp ,
TSR=6
 RANS cannot give downstream wake structure

Velocity profiles selected
to represent wide range of
profiles occurring at similar
flow speed.
All velocity profiles to have
same depth averaged
velocity (1.8 m/s).
Benchmark case performed
with uniform flow.
Velocity profiles chosen to
assess effect of shear:
Flood (FA1) and Ebb
(ED1).
Courtesy James
McNaughton

Inlet boundary
Inlet Turbulence
Effect of different velocity profiles
Effects from Free surface

Courtesy James
McNaughton

Courtesy Imran Afgan

Synthetic Eddy Method
 Requires mean flow information from turbulence
statistics

PRESENT WORK
 Detailed study of channel turbulence using
LES with periodic boundaries
 Representation using SEM
 With detailed blade flows and turbulence
simulated in the ambient flow we should have
complete solution - maybe

 mean convection velocity
 turbulence intensities and length scale

 ‘N’ eddies are then generated in a 3D box
 convected through with imposed mean velocity
 instantaneous velocities are constructed from superimposition



a single plane is extracted and used as LES inlet
–
–

Time and space coherence are preserved
recalculated at each time step

Courtesy Alistair Revell

Length Scales
The turbulent length-scales are defined from 2-point correlation

and the associated length scales are

SEM references

Where ei   
Three derived SEM methods
SEM_Saturne: Standard in Code_Saturne, uses 3 stress based length scales
SEM_Jarrin: Uses integral length scales in the corresponding velocity component
direction, total of 7
Divergence Free SEM Poletto: apply to vorticity field – advantage of small
development length

Jarrin,N., Prosser,R., Uribe,J., Benhamadouche,S., Laurence,D. 2009
Reconstruction of turbulent fluctuations for hybrid RANS/LES
simulations using a synthetic eddy method,
Int J Heat and Fluid Flow, 30, 435-442
Poletto,R., Craft,T. Revell, A. 2013 A new divergence free synthetic
eddy method for reproduction of inlet boundary conditions for LES,
Flow, Turbulence and Combustion , 91, 519-539

Courtesy Imran Afgan

ReW

Test Cases

b

Visualisation of length scales for different Re ʏ
at the wall
180

 Re_tau(180, 395, 590)
– most challenging is at lower Reynolds

395

590

in channel centre
180

395

150 has DNS data
9300 corresponds to lab experiments
650000 to field study

590

Courtesy Imran Afgan

Courtesy Alistair Revell

NEXT

Tests with 3 methods undertaken
The effect of different upstream conditions (mean velocity, stress and
length scales) were tested with SEM_Jarrin for the Reɒ =9300 case
The main aim here was to see what set of minimum conditions would
suffice to match actual measurements
It was found that even one constant value of mean velocity, Reynolds

Comparisons

to

be

made

LES modelling of turbine in wake of another
MARINE ANIMAL IMPACT

However, the velocity profiles were not reliably predicted

Courtesy Imran Afgan

field

measurements

stress and length scales was sufficient to generate realistic turbulence
downstream

with

SPH + Elastic Modelling
 So what about the whale?

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This research was performed as part of the ReDAPT project commissioned and
funded by the Energy Technologies Institute (ETI). The SPH/LSM work was funded
by the EPSRC Supergen Marine project X-MED. Authors are also grateful to the
UKTC consortium and to EDF R&D for additional funding and computer resources.

– DualSPHysics currently able to handle fluid plus static and moving rigid
boundaries.
– Not able to handle elastic moving boundaries…
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But What About The Whale?
 Now have all components we need to perform submerged
whale to turbine impact cases, so…

THANKS AND QUESTIONS

– Simplified capsule whale geometry.
– 1,119,187 particles; 2.6 hours on GeForce GTX 680.
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OES Annex V
Exchange and Assessment of Marine Energy Converter
Project Information & Experience
Workshop II:
Computational Modeling and Analysis of Marine Energy Converters
25, 26 November, 2013

Prediction of tidal turbine
performance by CFD
Takafumi Kawamura, Atsuhiko Umeda,
Japan, Computational Fluid Dynamics
Consulting Inc.

Project Outline
 “Development of assessment methods for
promoting the use of ocean energy”
– FS2012-2014
– Total budget : 150 million JPY
– Sponsored by Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry
– Members






Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.
Ocean Energy Association of Japan (OEAJ)
Saga University
University of Tokyo
Computational Fluid Dynamics Consulting, Inc.

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry

Aim of the Project

Mitsubishi Research Institute

 To establish assessment methods and
guidelines for ocean energy resources
(wave, tidal, OTEC), device performance,
and environmental impact for all
stakeholders to promote the use of ocean
energy.
 In this 3-year project, we carry out a
survey and fundamental research to make
a proposal.

Ocean Energy Association of Japan

OTEC SG

Wave SG

Current and Tidal SG

Environment SG

Saga Uni.

Saga Uni.

University of Tokyo
CFD Consulting Inc.

University of Tokyo

Objectives of Current and Tidal Sub-Group

Working Items

 Setting guidelines/regulations for ocean and tidal
current resource assessment (University of
Tokyo)

 Design and manufacture a tidal turbine.
 Carry out tank tests using a towing tank
and circulating water tank for making
guidelines of model testing and obtaining
benchmark data for numerical modeling.
 Carry out numerical simulations for making
guidelines of computation.

– Uncertainty assessment
– Epistemic and Aleatory Uncertainty
– Model inter-comparison, resolution, schemes

 Setting guidelines/regulations for device
performance assessment (CFD Consulting.)
– Tank test
– Numerical simulation
– Field test

Turbine Model Design





3 blade horizontal axis turbine
Design TSR 4~8
NACA4412 section
Chord length and blade angle are optimized using a BEMT code
TSR=4

Power curve predicted by BEMT code

Restrictions in Model Tests
 Model precision
 Scale (Reynolds number) effect including laminar to
turbulence transition
 Blockage effect
 Flow velocity limitation by tank
 Torque and thrust limitation by dynamometer range
 Model strength

Numerical test
 Fluent and OpenFOAM
 Sensitivity analyses on mesh resolution,
domain size, turbulence model.
 Comparison with BEMT and experiment.
 Analysis of the Reynolds number effect.

TSR=6

TSR=5

TSR=7

TSR=8

 Following parameters were chosen
– Diameter : 0.25m
– Design TSR : 5
– Flow velocity : 1~2.5 m/s

 Model is being manufactured and towing
tank test is planned in next month.

Mesh for preliminary CFD computation

To Do

Result of Preliminary CFD computation





Model test
Sensitivity analyses in CFD
Analysis of the scale effect
Setting best practice/guideline in CFD and
model test

BACKGROUND: EXN DEVELOPMENT
 Defense Research and Development Canada (DRDC) tasked
UNB and a start-up company Envenio Inc. with developing a
next generation fluid flow simulation (CFD) package.
 Initiative based on significant changes occurring in High
Performance Computing (HPC).
 The DRDC development activities have joined with a major
effort in Canada to develop marine energy sites.
 A software platform called EXN was established to guide
computer-aided-engineering (CAE) software development in
manycore computing environments.

1

BACKGROUND: MANYCORE COMPUTING

2

BACKGROUND: EXN/AERO CODE DESIGN
 EXN/Aero a CFD code developed on the EXN
software platform
 Order of magnitude performance/cost gains
demonstrated.
 Hybrid code organization to maximize performance:
 Structured and unstructured data managed
concurrently
 Single and double precision data managed
concurrently
 Multi-core and manycore concurrently used
 Architecture aware load balancing

Exascale performance will
depend on manycore
computing

NVIDIA Tesla
GPU

INTEL
Xeon Phi

 Example CFD simulation on high end desktop
manycore computer
Exascale performance
toward end of decade
U.S. DOE/DARPA (DOD) – power
consumption goal for exascale is 20 MW
(real projections are ~2GW)

Images - www.top500.com

3

MARINE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT PLANS

 CPU: 2-Xeon E5-2430 server workstation, 2.2 GHz x 6
cores (12 total), 32 GB RAM
 GPU: NVIDIA (Kepler) K10, 745 MHz x 12,288 core*
 RAM: 4 GB DDR3 ECC x 8 (32 GB total)
 HDD: 2-3 TB
*GPU acceleration gives 60x speed
 OS: Ubunto 12.04.4 LTS
for total simulation versus 8 CPU’s

4

EXAMPLE MESH WITH BATHYMETRY

 Cost efficient CFD/hardware platform for device scale simulations:
 EXN/Aero deployed with desktop shared memory manycore systems
 Provides excellent performance/cost ratio – reduces barriers to research

 Key capabilities:
 Input realistic bathymetry with randomized (LES) inlet conditions derived
from time averaged FVCOM (ocean/basin scale) simulation inputs.
 Overset mesh technology with detailed turbine modeling.
 Standardized mesh/data handling through CGNS file format.
`

 Long Term Objectives:
 Provide site specific turbulence intensity maps.
 Predict site specific unsteady turbine hydrodynamic loading and
survivability prediction.
 Site specific optimization of turbine arrays.

5

 Pointwise mesh generation
software
 Bathymetry provided at 30 cm
spacing
 CFD Domain: 1 km x 1.5 km
 Bathymetry data sampled at 2 m as
input to Pointwise
 Pointwise surface
 10 m x 10 m resolution
 Structured surface grid
 2 m x 2 m resolution
 50 Control Volumes (CV) in vertical
 CV size ~ 1 m scale
 ~ 20 million CVs

CFD
Domain

Black
Rock
Vertical
Spacing

Surface
Bathymetry
6

EXAMPLE OVERSET MESH DESIGN

CGNS MESH AND DATA HANDLING


CGNS becoming a popular standard for CFD simulations

Clean Current
10m tidal
turbine

7

DEVICE LEVEL MODELING

CURRENT STATUS
 Detailed device level modeling (Clean Current Turbine)

 BEM Modeling

 Blade Element Momentum Model for inclusion of turbine blades.
 Validation against controlled experiments.
 Deployment inside overset mesh.

 Characterization of turbulent flow in FORCE region





Random Flow Generator for initial conditions and inlet.
Able to interpolate input data from FVCOM simulation.
Developing process for handling bathymetry data.
Detailed flow monitoring.

`

 Overset Mesh Technology
 Goal any number of independent meshes can be translated and
rotated into place.
 Multiple levels of overset can be employed.
 Used for optimization of turbine arrays in-situ.

9

VALIDATION OF THE BEM MODEL

10

BAY OF FUNDY

 Comparison to Experiment and CFD

 On one flood tide 160
billion tonnes of
seawater flows into
the bay
 Highest tides in the
world

University of
New Brunswick

 Vertical range over 16 m

 Electric Power
Research Institute
(EPRI) identified the
Bay of Fundy as best
site in North America

FORCE
Bay of
Fundy

Minas
Passage

(Source: Google Maps)
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FUNDY OCEAN RESEARCH CENTER FOR ENERGY
(FORCE)

MINAS PASSAGE: LARGE SCALE POWER



 5 km wide, 15 km long
 Up 170 m deep
 Mass flow rate over 1
million m3/s

Minas
Passage
Minas
Basin

 Equivalent to combined
flow of all rivers and
streams on Earth

Bay of
Fundy

 Speeds up to 5 m/s
 Possible safe power
extraction of 2.5 GW

FORCE is Canada’s
leading test center for
in-stream tidal energy
technology
 Test site located in
Minas Passage

FORCE
Crown
Lease
Area

 Area: ~4 km2
 Depth: ~50 m
 Water speed: 5 m/s

Cape
Split

Black
Rock

Cape
Sharp

 FORCE provides:
 observation facility
 submarine cables
 grid connection
 environmental
monitoring

(Source: Google Maps)

(Source: Google Maps)

FORCE Fly Through Nov 13 2012 Final.mp4
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CHARACTERIZATION OF SITE TURBULENCE

14

UNSTEADY TIDAL FLOW AT FINAL TIME STEP
 Horizontal plane located at z = -45.14 m

 Ebb tide
 Boundary Conditions:
 Prescribed inlet velocity

Horizontal Speed

CFD Domain

 2, 4, and 5 m/s
 200 degrees relative to north

Turbulent Viscosity

 Prescribed inlet turbulence
 Turbulent kinetic energy
 Dissipation
 Turbulent length scale ~10 m

 Prescribed outlet pressure
 No-slip wall on ocean floor
 Roughness ~1 m

 Detached Eddy Simulation

Uinlet= 2 m/s

y

z

Uinlet= 2 m/s

x

 Initialized from URANS simulation
 Total time = 4000 s, ∆t = 0.1 s
 Resolve unsteady fluctuation relevant to a tidal turbine of 10 m blade diameter

 Focus on turbulence located at Site 1
 Latitude: 45.365583, Longitude: -64.437437
 Located down stream of ridge
15

Uinlet= 5 m/s

Uinlet= 5 m/s
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UNSTEADY HORIZONTAL SPEED

RIDGE GENERATED TURBULENT STRUCTURES
 Turbulent viscosity threshold plot (35-92 Ns/m2)

 Site 1: Latitude = 45.365583, Longitude: -64. 437437
 Data collected at 10 Hz in 2 m increments through water
column
2
h=2m
1.8
 2 m ≤ h ≤ 20 m
h=6m
h = 10 m
1.6
 Uinlet = 2 m/s
h = 14 m

 Turbulent
Viscosity Threshold Plot (35-92 Ns/m2)
 Uinlet = 2 m/s

2

U = [u +v ]

2 1/2

, m/s

 t = 4101.5 s

h = 18 m

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
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1000

2000
3000
Time, seconds

4000
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HORIZONTAL SPEED STATISTICS

COMPARISON TO ADCP MEASUREMENTS

 Site 1 at h = 10 m
 Representative height of full-scale turbines
 ADCP data available at this height

1

3

3

2

2

1

0

0

0

-1

-1

-2
0

1,000

2,000
3,000
Time, seconds

-2
0

4,000

Umean = 0.847 m/s
σ = 0.147 m/s
IU = 17.4 %

1000

2000
3000
Time, seconds

-2
0

4000

 CFD Data

Umean = 1.635 m/s
σ = 0.321m/s
IU = 19.7 %

1000

2000 3000
Time, seconds

Umean = 2.035 m/s
σ = 0.442 m/s
IU = 21.7 %

4000

 Primarily ridge
generated turbulence
 RFG inlet model required
(discussed subsequently)

5000
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VARIATION WITH HEIGHT

UNSTEADY VELOCITY PREDICTIONS
 u,v, w velocity components at Site 1 at h = 10 m
 Significant turbulent fluctuations in all three components

 Vertical variation of horizontal speed statistics at Site 1

20

Uinlet = 2 m/s

U

Uinlet = 4 m/s

20

Standard Deviation

15

Uinlet = 5 m/s

25

Uinlet = 2 m/s
inlet

= 4 m/s

20

Uinlet = 5 m/s

Turbulence Intensity
Uinlet = 2 m/s

1

Uinlet = 4 m/s
Uinlet = 5 m/s

Velocity Component, m/s

Mean Horizontal Speed

25

15
h, m

h, m

h, m

15

10

10

10

5

5

0
0

0.1

0.2
0.3
0.4
Umean/Uinlet

0.5

5

0
0

0.6

0.05

V/Uinlet

0.1

Flood

 10 Hz, 10 m off sea floor

1

-1

Ebb

0

0.15

0.2

V/Umean

0.25

0.3

Uinlet = 2 m/s
u
v
w

0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
-2
0

1000

2000
3000
Time, seconds

Uinlet = 4 m/s

2

4000

u
v
w

1
0
-1
-2
-3
-4
0

0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
0

1000

2000
3000
Time, Seconds

σu/Uinlet = 0.073
σv /Uinlet= 0.062
σw/Uinlet = 0.064

4000

1.5

Uinlet = 4 m/s
u'
v'
w'

1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
0

1000

2000
3000
Time, Seconds

σu/Uinlet = 0.080
σv/Uinlet = 0.074
σw/Uinlet = 0.067

0
-1
-2

2000
3000
Time, seconds

4000

-4
0

1000

2000
3000
Time, seconds

4000

 Unsteady LES Inlet Condition
2.5
Fluctuating Velocity Component, m/s

u'
v'
w'

Fluctuating Velocity Component

Fluctuating Velocity Component, m/s

0.4

1

RANDOM FLOW GENERATION

 u', v', w' at Site 1 at h = 10 m
2

u
w
v

22

FLUCTUATING COMPONENT OF u,v,w
Uinlet = 2 m/s

Uinlet = 5 m/s

2

-3
1000

21

0.6

3

Velocity Component, m/s

V

[-], m/s

[-], (m/s)

2

(Ebb)

 1 Hz, 10.5 m off sea floor
 5 minute intervals

Uinlet = 5 m/s

4

[-], m/s

3

Uinlet = 4 m/s

4

U
U'
Umean

Velocity Component, m/s

Uinlet = 2 m/s

4

 Standard deviation of Uʹ
 Site 1
 ADCP Data

4000

2
1.5

 Smirnov, Shi and Celik, “Random
Flow Generation Technique for
LES and Particle Dynamics
Modeling,” Journal of Fluids
Engineering, Vol. 123, 2001.

Uinlet = 5 m/s
u'
v'
w'

 Input parameters (deduced
from theory and simulations
e.g. FVCOM)

1
0.5
0

 Reynolds stress tensor
 k and ε
 Random number seed

-0.5
-1
-1.5
0

1000

2000 3000
Time, Seconds

4000

σu/Uinlet = 0.092
σv/Uinlet = 0.091
σw/Uinlet = 0.070
23

5000

 Random initialization of flow
field
 Random time varying inlet
velocity field
 Required to generate full
turbulence spectrum in-situ!

24

5000

CONCLUSIONS
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 EXN/Aero manycore CFD solver is being developed for
marine energy applications.
 Goal is detailed in-situ turbulence predictions to
support device level design, as well as optimization and
prediction of power output for turbine arrays.
 Software designed to fully utilize new manycore
compute architectures such as NVIDIA GPU’s and Intel
Xeon-Phi.
 Present status has demonstrated excellent EXN/Aero
solver performance and reasonable in-situ turbulence
intensity predictions.
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Motivation

Goals

• Fast accurate evaluation of moored systems

• Seabed > 60 meters in Puget Sound and the

Oregon/Washington coasts
• Pile mooring and foundation mooring are expensive in deep

water
• Economic feasibility requires inexpensive mooring systems
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• Fast accurate evaluation of moored systems
• Perform optimization of the system conﬁguration
• Minimum number of lines for safe long term operation
• Optimal placement of lines to minimize impact on existing
infrastructure
• Optimal placement of lines to maximize degree of
controllability
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Goals

• Model development suitable for control system design and

• Model development suitable for control system design and
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evaluation

• Interface with existing codes: OrcaFLEX, WaMIT,

• Interface with existing codes: OrcaFLEX, WaMIT,

ProteusDS, NREL-MHK

ProteusDS, NREL-MHK
• Parallel solvers
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System Description

System Description

Surface

Rigid body

Surface

Rigid body

z

x

Z X−Y−Z
Fixed system

Sea floor

11111111111111
00000000000000
11111111111111
00000000000000

y

x−y−z
Body−fixed
system
g

X−Y−Z
Fixed system

Y

Z

Sea floor

Y

1111111111111
0000000000000
0000000000000
1111111111111
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Rigid body
Mooring lines
Flow ﬁeld

Surface

g

Surface
Stream
Flow
Field

Mooring lines
Z
Sea floor

X−Y−Z
Fixed system

11111111111111
00000000000000
00000000000000
11111111111111
00000000000000
11111111111111

Sea floor

Z X−Y−Z
Fixed system

11111111111111
00000000000000
00000000000000
11111111111111
00000000000000
11111111111111

Y

Y
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System Description

Rigid body
Mooring lines
Flow ﬁeld
What is the equilibrium
conﬁguration of the
system?
How to use the mooring
lines to regulate the
orientation of the turbine?

Surface
Stream
Flow
Field

Sea floor

Z X−Y−Z
Fixed system

11111111111111
00000000000000
00000000000000
11111111111111
00000000000000
11111111111111

Y
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Surface
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Flow
Field

Sea floor

Z X−Y−Z
Fixed system

11111111111111
00000000000000
00000000000000
11111111111111
00000000000000
11111111111111

Y
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Rigid body model

Rigid body model

Z

z

3−2−1 Euler angles
Z: γ
Y Y: β
X: α

y

-: Euler 3-2-1 angles
x

Z

X

Y
X

Rigid body
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Rigid body model

Rigid body model

Buoyancy force, b
z

-: Euler 3-2-1 angles
-: Weight/Buoyancy force

Drag force, dZ

y
center of buoyancy

x

-: Euler 3-2-1 angles
-: Weight/Buoyancy force
-: Drag/lift forces

center
of mass

Z

Weight, w

Y

z

y
Drag force, dY

x
Z
Y

Drag force, dX
X

X

Rigid body

Rigid body
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Rigid body model

Rigid body model

Applied force, fZ
Applied torque, tZ

-:
-:
-:
-:

Euler 3-2-1 angles
Weight/Buoyancy force
Drag/lift forces
Applied force/torque

z

-:
-:
-:
-:
-:

y
Applied force, fY

x

Applied torque, tY
Z
Applied torque, tX
Y
Applied force, fX
X
Rigid body

Euler 3-2-1 angles
Weight/Buoyancy force
Drag/lift forces
Applied force/torque
Added mass eﬀects

Applied force, fZ
Applied torque, tZ
z

y
Applied force, fY

x

Applied torque, tY
Z
Y

Applied torque, tX
Applied force, fX

X

Rigid body
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Mooring line model

Mooring line model

-: The i-th line
Node a

i−th
mooring line

Node b
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Mooring line model

-: The i-th line
-: Ni segments

Node a

Mooring line model

-: The i-th line
-: Ni segments
-: Distributed weight

Pi,0
segment 1
segment 2

segment 3

Node b

Node a
w0
w1
i−th
mooring line

w2

i−th
mooring line
Node b

segment Ni

Pi,N i

w Ni
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Mooring line model

-: The i-th line
-: Ni segments
-: Distributed weight
-: Distributed buoyancy
force

Mooring line model

-: The i-th line
-: Ni segments
-: Distributed weight
-: Distributed buoyancy
force
-: Distributed drag/lift
forces

b0
Node a
b1 w
0
b2
w1
w2

i−th
mooring line

bNi
Node b
w Ni
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Node a

^n
d n,i,j
Node b

Pi,0
t^
d t,i,j

i−th
mooring line

Pi,N i
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Mooring line i segment j

Mooring line model

-: The i-th line
-: Ni segments
-: Distributed weight
-: Distributed buoyancy
force
-: Distributed drag/lift
forces
-: Distributed internal
damping

Pi,j
Node a

Node b

Node a
Pi,j−1

Pi,0
segment 1

Pi,0
t^
d t,i,j

^n
d n,i,j

L i,j

Node b

i−th
mooring line

segment j

Pi,N i
segment N i

Pi,N i

Undeformed length: Li,j ; Stiﬀness: ki,j ;
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L i,j

L i,j

l i,j

Pi,j−1

Pi,j

Undeformed length: Li,j ; Stiﬀness: ki,j ;
Deformed length: li,j

l i,j

Pi,j−1

Undeformed length: Li,j ; Stiﬀness: ki,j ;
Deformed length: li,j
Tension: fi,j = ki,j (li,j − Li,j )
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Mooring line i segment j

Mooring line i segment j

L i,j

L i,j

l i,j

Pi,j−1

Pi,j

Undeformed length: Li,j ; Stiﬀness: ki,j ;
Deformed length: li,j
Tension: fi,j = ki,j (li,j − Li,j )
Slack mooring constraint: li,j − Li,j ≥ 0

l i,j

Pi,j−1

Undeformed length: Li,j ; Stiﬀness: ki,j ;
Deformed length: li,j
Tension: fi,j = ki,j (li,j − Li,j )
Slack mooring constraint: li,j − Li,j ≥ 0
2 =
Line length constraint: Pi,j − Pi,j−1 2 − li,j
2
2
2 =0
(xi,j − xi,j−1 ) + (yi,j − yi,j−1 ) + (zi,j − zi,j−1 )2 − li,j
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Example 1: Single line

void main() {
Node b1 = NodeNew(BodyFixed, 0, 0, 0);
Node s1 = NodeNew(SeaFloor, 1, 0, 0);
Node s2 = NodeNew(SeaFloor, -1, 0, 0);
Node f1 = NodeNew(Free,
0, 0, 0.2);
NodeList freeNodes = NodeListNew();
NodeListAppend(freeNodes, f1);

fZ
fX

g
Z

int segments = 10;
double AE = 1.0e7;
double fz = 50.0;
double length = 1.0;
double weight = 0.1;

L

1111
0000
0000
1111

X

N = 25, L = 17.77, AE = 109 , fx = 50, fy = 174.32

Line L1 = LineNew(b1, f1, length, AE, 0.0, segments);
Line L2 = LineNew(f1, s1, length, AE, 0.0, segments);
Line L3 = LineNew(f1, s2, 5.0*length, AE,
5.0*weight, segments);
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Example 1: Single line

15
10

15

5

10

0

5
0

5
0
5
5

0

5

5

0

5
0

5

5

Error = O((1/N)2 )
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Example 2: Slack line

_

fZ

b’1
_

r1
_

s2

L3

Z

Example 2: Slack line

2.5
2.0
1.5

g

1.0

L1

0.5
0.0

0.5

L2

_

s1 X

111111
000000
000000
111111

1.5
1.0

1.5 1.0

L1 = L2 = 1, L3 = 5
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0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0
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0.5
1.0
1.5
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Example 2: Slack line

Example 3: Oscilla System

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0



0.5

1.5
1.0



0.5
1.5



1.0



0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5







0.0
0.5

1.0

1.5
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Example 3: Oscilla System
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Oscilla System: Dynamic Response

vy = z 1.4
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Oscilla System: Dynamic Response
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Oscilla System: Dynamic Response
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Oscilla System: Dynamic Response

Preliminary experiments
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Preliminary experiments

Future work

• Mooring line placement optimization
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• Mooring line placement optimization
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• Higher order/hybrid mooring line models
• Experimental validation
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Future work

• Mooring line placement optimization

Questions?

• Higher order/hybrid mooring line models
• Experimental validation
• Control system design and implementation
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Code_Saturne


Open Source NavierStokes solver









Developed by EDF R&D
RANS, uRANS, & LES
formulations
Certified for nuclear
power plant design.
Unstructured finite volume
code
http://code_saturne.org/
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Open source Navier-stokes solver
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 Finite-element formulation
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ACTUATOR DISK MODELS
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Blade resolved CFD?

Led by GL GH
Wave & tidal aspects
Tidal work led by EDF

I will present CFD
simulations of
experiments by
Manchester University.
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Actuator disk






Simple “resistance”
model of turbine rotor
plane using source terms.
Accurate modelling of
nacelle and support
Fixed grid




1 or 2 turbines on HPC
systems
Need mixed rotating/
static grids

BEMT Actuator disk
 








  




















Much coarser than blade
resolved grids.



Desktop calculation on
small arrays of turbines.

Disc “resistance”
calculated using blade
element momentum
theory.
Blade effects averaged
over the whole rotor
plane area
Local differences in flow
conditions lead to local
changes in force.
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Manchester turbines,
Göettingen 804 foils.

BEMT Actuator disk

CL and CD are looked up from
blade section data based on
the local angle of attack.
Local incident flow velocity:
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CL and CD curves from Miley (1982)
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Single Row of 3 Turbines
Mesh

Comparison of CT & CP

CT and CP curves from GL GH Tidal Bladed and Simulations

Single Row of 3 turbines
Axial velocity (TSR 4.5)

Axial flow velocity
(TSR 4.5, 8D downstream)
4

3

y/D

2
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Multiple rows of turbines

Multiple rows of turbines
3 & 4 staggered (TSR 4.5)
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Actuator Line Models
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ACTUATOR LINE MODELS

Drivetrain model



Force distribution for the
BEMT-AD model is
combined with a pdf
describing the blade
positions.
Coupled with a drive
train model.
Calculations in Fluidity

SeaGen
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Wind turbines

Further work


Integration of turbine model in detailed
hydrodynamic models of real tidal channels.
Sound of Islay
 Calculations run on HECToR




Investigation of turbine wake mixing process.
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WHO WE ARE
 Founded in 2003 as a private non-profit association

1. WavEC - Offshore Renewables in a Glance
 Who we are

 Devoted to the development & promotion of offshore renewable energy

 Our Goal

 12 Associates from different sectors

 Our Clients

Research Institutions

2. Wave-to-Wire
Wavve-to
to
o-Wire
W Mode
Models
ls
3. Ongoing Model Expansions
Expansion
ns
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OUR GOAL

OUR CLIENTS

Implementation of Offshore Renewable Energy Industry
through:
9 Technical, logistic and strategic
support to companies
9 Identification and mitigation of
main technological and nontechnological barriers
9 Cooperation with all relevant
stakeholders
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Energy companies

Engineering Companies

Wave-to-Wire Model - Implementation
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3. Ongoing Model Expansions
Expansion
ns
¾ Linear Hydrodynamic interaction Wave/structure
¾ Non-Linear External Forces (PTO & Mooring System)
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Wave-to-Wire Model - Implementation
Model Structure

Wave-to-Wire Model - Implementation
Global State-Space Representation
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Wave-to-Wire Model - Verification
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Wave-to-Wire Model - Verification
Response Amplitude Operators (RAO)

Heaving cylinder

Comparison between the RAOs of a
cylinder in heave and pitch, computed
with WAMIT and using the developed
Wave-to-Wire model.

Cylinder with 10 m diameter and 5
m draft with natural period of about
6 seconds

Heave Decay
#6s
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Wave-to-Wire Model - Verification

Wave-to-Wire Model - Validation
Heave
Heav
ve Decay
De
De
eccay T
ecay
Test
Tests
ts

Response Amplitude Operators (RAO)
Comparison between the RAOs of a
torus in heave and pitch, computed with
WAMIT and using the developed Waveto-Wire model.

o Modelling Marine Renewable Energy Devices; Designing for Survivability
o Supported by Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council – EPSRC
o Led by Imperial College London
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Wave-to-Wire Model - Validation

Wave-to-Wire Model - Validation
Wavestar Prototype

Irregular Sea States - JONSWAP

Irregular Sea States - JONSWAP

Case Study - Wavestar Prototype

Body displacement

 FFT of the time series of the buoy’s displacements
 Easier way to make a global comparison of the time series
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o SDWED - Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices
o Supported by the Danish Council for Strategic Research
o Led by Aalborg University

Good agreement between linear, nonlinear and experimental results
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Wave-to-Wire Model – Run Test

Wave-to-Wire Model – Run Test

FOWC – Floating Oscillating Water Column

FOWC – Floating Oscillating Water Column

Heave Motions

Turbine rotational speed – Proportional Controller

Floating OWC

Turbine Duct

Turbine Duct

Air Chamber

Air Chamber

Internal Free Surface

Internal Free Surface

Turbine Power

Air Chamber Pressure
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Floating OWC
Air Flow

Air Flow
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Wave-to-Wire Model – Run Test

CONTENTS

FOWC – Floating Oscillating Water Column
Relieve valve flow

1. WavEC
C - Offshore
Offshore Renewables in a Glanc
Of
Glance
ce
Floating OWC
Air Flow
Turbine Duct
Air Chamber

2. Wave-to-Wire
Wavve-to
to
o-Wire
W Mode
Models
ls
Internal Free Surface

Relieve valve Position

3. Ongoing Model Expansions
 Second order Incident Potential
 Dynamics of farms of WECs
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Ongoing
g g Model Expansions
p

Ongoing
g g Model Expansions
p

Second order Incident Potential

Dynamics of Farms of WECs
Reduction of the state vector
vecto
or (s
(simplified
simplified dynamics)
d

2º order
d FK Excitation
E it ti + Non-linear
N li
buoynacy
b
(exact body position)

 DoF radiation level
The radiation level of the different DoF considered is compared and those with
lower radiation capacity are neglected.

2º order Incident Potential

 Hankel Singular Values
Evaluation of the energy level of each system state and neglecting the sates with
energy below a predefined value
Hankel Singular Values

abs

2º order FK Excitation

order
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Hydrodynamic Models for WECs
Identified from Numerical Wave
Tank Experiments simulated in
CFD
Josh Davidson

Outline of Presentation
• Background
• Model Description
• Verification/Validation
– Model to model comparison
– Experimental validation

• Assessment of tool
• Discussion / Q&A

Background
• Project objective
– Nonlinear modelling and control of WECs
– Identify nonlinear parametric hydrodynamic
models from system responses obtained from
Numerical Wave Tank (NWT) experiments
– Team: Myself, Prof Ringwood and Simone Giorgi

• Motivation
– Hydrodynamic models traditionally obtained on
the basis of many linearising assumptions;
representative for limited range of operation
– Improve models by encapsulating relevant
nonlinear effects

Verification/Validation
• Model to model comparison
– Determine the parameters of linear hydrodynamic
model from NWT experiment
– Determine the parameters using BEM (WAMIT)
– Compare models

• Experimental validation
– Collaboration with Aalborg University/Wavestar

Model Description
• System Identification
–
–
–
–

Input -> System -> Output
Model of system
Model defined by its structure and parameters
Parameters tuned to minimise the difference between
measured system responses and model predictions
– Input -> Model -> Output

• System responses from NWT
– Implemented using CFD
– Advantages
– Disadvantages

Model to Model Comparison
- NWT Free Decay Responses -

Model to Model Comparison

Model to Model Comparison

- Normalised against initial position -

- Model predictions compared against CFD data -

Model to Model Comparison

Experimental Validation
- Two weeks ago in Plymouth University

- Poles of Models -

-Wavestar float equipped with over 30
pressure sensors
-- Body position and velocity
measurements, wave gauges, ADCPs,
force transducers

-Special thanks to Morten
Jakobsen and Morten Kramer
from Aalborg University
-MARINET
-And INORE

INORE

Experimental Validation
• Identified models only as good as CFD
outputs; need to build confidence in the
fidelity of the CFD simulations
• Always looking for new experimental datasets
and collaborators
• Online database would be fantastic!

Assessment of tool
• Potential to produce more representative
models for wider operating ranges by
encapsulating nonlinearities
• Combine the strengths of CFD and parametric
models
• How accurate is CFD???

Discussion...

Contents
Verification and validation of a wave farm planning tool
Ben Child, OES Workshop, November 2013

Performance Assessment of Wave and Tidal
Array Systems (PerAWaT)








PerAWaT
Numerical modelling
Experimental set-up
Simulation set-up
Results
Conclusions

PerAWaT (Wave): Project structure
Verification
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Verification
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WG1: Numerical
modelling
Verification

Validation

Beta testing

Large scale, small
arrays
WG2: Physical
modelling

Numerical modelling: A wave farm planning tool
WaveFarmer

Small scale, large
arrays

Numerical modelling: Inputs/outputs

 Bathymetry
 Inclusion/exclusion
zones
 WEC locations
 Sea state or wave
climate definitions
 WEC definition

WaveFarmer
Assists in the design and
planning of arrays of WECs
(counterpart of WindFarmer)

 Energy yield for each
WEC and each sea
state
 Optimised layouts
 Maps showing
overlaid information
 Graphs of the
relationship between
parameters

Numerical modelling: WEC representation in the spectral domain

Numerical modelling: Equation of motion solver
Time domain tool
(WaveDyn)

Frequency domain
tool (GH FD Solver)

 Exact forces may applied at
every time-step
 Linear hydrodynamics
currently used (from
Boundary Element Method)
 Nonlinear externally applied
forces (PTO, moorings,
body constraints) possible

 Post-processes Boundary
Element Code data
 Linear hydrodynamics
used (from Boundary
Element Method)
 Linear externally applied
forces (PTO, moorings)
only possible

WEC
properties

Spectral domain
 WEC characteristics
loaded from a FD or TD
model
 Phase-averaged
method
 Some nonlinearities
may be accounted for
 Based on a modified
version of TOMAWAC

For each wave direction…

f
S(f)

Verification

S(f) Power absorbed

CW(f)

Original spectrum

S(f)

f
S(f) Resultant spectrum

Less computationally intensive
f

Experimental set-up:
Layout optimisation

Experimental set-up
 Scale: 1:80
 WEC geometry: Truncated vertical cylinder
with hemispherical bottom (radius10m, total
draft at rest 20m)
 Mass: neutrally buoyant at rest
 Motion: Constrained to move only in heave
 PTO: Coulomb friction force – Constant
magnitude force applied opposing motion RMS force 204.8kN
 Water depth: 50m
 Sea states: JOSWAP spectra (Ȗ=1, PWD=0°)

F
v

Sea
state
5
6
7
8

Hs (m)

Te (s)

s (-)

2
3
2
3

8
11.3
8
11.3

15
15
3
3

Experimental set-up: Layouts tested at QUB
Baseline layout
(Configuration A)

f

f

Maximised interactions /
minimised yield
(Configuration C)

Principal wave direction

Maximised yield
(Configuration B)

 Objectives
 Maximise total yield (power absorption) in a
certain wave climate (weighted sum of four
sea states) Configuration B
 Maximise interactions (minimise yield)
Configuration C
 Fixed inputs:
 24 WECs
 Constraints
 Regular grid formation
 Minimum centre-centre spacing: 2 diameters
 Site boundaries: 6x3m (model scale) working
area of tank
Design variables
 Layout of devices within the array
 Algorithm
 Genetic Algorithm, using FD solver to solve
hydrodynamics

Experimental set-up: tank

Config C

Config B

Experimental results

Simulation set-up
 Sum of squared errors between numerical and
experimental results minimised by altering external linear
damping coefficient for an isolated WEC
 Measured spectra from tank at WEC locations used as
inputs
 Frequency-domain simulations:

Average
Interaction
Power
factor (Q)
(kW)
Conf A (22 WECs)

1392

0.85

Conf B (24 WECs)

1774

0.95

Conf C (24 WECs)

1388

0.74

 Quasi-linearised PTO: Equivalent linear damping coefficient to
Coulomb friction force found for each sea state (assumes no
stall)

 Spectral-domain simulations:
 Capture width profile derived by Fourier decomposition of
simulated force and velocity signals
 Input spectrum imposed on the up-wave and two side
boundaries. Down-wave boundary free (allowing waves to leave
the domain)

ܲ௬
ܳ=
ܰ × ܲ௦

Spectral solver / experimental power absorption per
WEC (circle size)

Wave power (kW/m) surrounding Configuration A
(spectral domain simulations)
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-1.6%
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Interaction factor (-)
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Results – power and interaction factor (Config B)

Absorbed Power (kW)

SD

13.7%
-0.3%

5.8%

-13.8%

5.8%

0.2%

-15.4%

11.7%

Exp

Interaction factor (-)

1000

1

-6.9%

1500

-19.6%

2000
9.5%
-7.8%

Absorbed Power (kW)

2500

10.4%
-2.6%

Results – power and interaction factor (Config A)

-14.3%
-10.7%

 Configuration C (24 WECs) yields
approximately the same amount of
energy as Configuration A (22 WECs).
> Incorrect layout equivalent to losing
two WECs
 Up to 26% of the energy yield from
equivalent number of WECs lost to
interference effects. Best case: 5%
loss, baseline: 15% loss.
 WaveFarmer produced desired yield
characteristics experimentally
(B>A>C), validating use of the
optimiser.
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Conclusions
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1

17.5%
-7.3%

1500

1.2%
-21.2%

2000
15.6%
-8.0%

Absorbed Power (kW)

2500

16.6%
-2.9%

Results – power and interaction factor (Config C)
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Av

 Array interactions can be significant (up to 26% yield loss seen here)
 Difference in average power over sea states between spectral-domain and
experimental results is between 3.6% and 14.4%, with the average being around
7.9%. Good level of correspondence.
 Spectral-domain solver predicts ‘yield’ better here due to the use of a superior
isolated WEC model
 Frequency-domain solver predicts interaction factor better due to its ability to
consider phase-dependant array interactions
 Averaging power over all arrays and all sea states gives 66kW (experimental) and
65kW (SD). Comparing to 77kW and 75kW respectively for isolated case, SD has
predicted interaction effects well.

TidalFarmer
Nth Row of
devices.

Acknowledgements:
Update: Impose
deficit on flow
field grid.

Freestream flow.
Evaluate Ct &
Cp.

Questions and comments
Correct Ct, Cp
for blockage

Merge wakes.

Calculate wake
for single
device.

wavefarmer@gl-garradhassan.com
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Spectral-domain model – What?

Spectral-domain modelling of
WECs

Governing
equations

Random
d
phase
assumption

Dr. Matt Folley

Spectral
al domain
model
odel

Queen’s University Belfast
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Queen’s University Belfast

Spectral-domain models – Why?
Frequency-domain
Fast
Linear
L
in
ne
ea
ar
ar
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Spectral-domain models – How?

Time-domain
Slow
Non-linear

Equations
of motion

System
response

Spectral-domain
main
Fast
Non-linear
Queen’s
Belfast
Que
Qu
Q
ueeeen
u
en’
n’s University
Un
niv
ni
iiv
ver
eers
rrssit
iity
tty
y Be
B
ellf
lfa
ffa
ast
st
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Queen’s University Belfast

Spectral-domain models – How?

6

Time domain model

Spectral-domain models - Uses
Productivity
calculations

Frequency domain model
Spectral domain model

Wave farm
modelling
Morphological
design

Queen’s University Belfast
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 Average annual energy production
 Large number of sea-states
 Variation in spectral shape

 Direct application in Spectral Wave Models
 Array interaction modelling
 Environmental impact modelling

 Genetic algorithms
 Improved “cost” function
 Rapid solution

Queen’s University Belfast

1 DoF system with quadratic damping

7

Validation against OWC model
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Validation
Sea-state 13 (bi-modal)
 Hs = 40 / 30 mm
 Te = 0.88 / 1.78 s
 Ȗ 

600
Incident wave
Physical model
Spectral model
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¾ Typical non-linear element in a WEC –
constant pressure hydraulics
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Modelling Coulomb friction PTO
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Buoy displacement(mm)
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¾ Statistical linearization techniques used to
estimate equivalent linear damper
¾ Equivalent linear damper proportional to
coulomb friction force and inversely
proportional to the expected absolute
velocity

255
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Spectral-domain vs Time-domain
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¾ Low coulomb friction
6
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Time domain model
Spectral domain model

Time domain model
Spectral domain model
Incident wave
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RAO
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Spectral-domain vs Time-domain
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WEC array

¾ Higher coulomb damping
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Comparison at WEC level
3

1.06
0.89

2

3

0.92

1.07
0.96

1.02
0.81

0.96

-1
1.07

0.81

1.06

1.16

1.22

0.92

1.13

Further
verification

0.85
0.87
1.00

Further
validation
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X-position(m)

2

Numerical model
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0.83

0.95

-2

Partially
validated
Listing

NaN
0.85

1.17
0.84

Partially
verified

0.79

1.06

-1

Listing for spectral-domain modelling

0.89
0.98

0

0.83
0.89

-2

-3
2

0.82
0.86

Y-position (m)

Y-position (m)

0.96
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Queen’s University Belfast

WEC modelling tools – further effort

WEC
class
Tool
V&V

Queen’s University Belfast
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WEC modelling tools – protocols

WEC
class

Model
V&V
Queen’s University Belfast

Steps

Tests

Queen’s University Belfast

Annex V OES Workshop Presentation in Edinburgh
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WAVE TO WIRE MODELING OVERVIEW
By Kim Nielsen, Ramboll
Funded by:

Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation
(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

20-11-2013

20-11-2013

2. WEC Structure and geometry
x
x
x

Length
Beam
Draught

x
x

Volume
Mass

x
x
x

Center of Buoyancy
Center of Gravity
Moments of inertia

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

x
x

PTO type
Mooring system

20-11-2013

Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices – www.sdwed.civil.aau.dk

(regular or irregular in the time domain)
H, Hs
Wave height, Significant wave height [m]
T, Te, Tz Typical Wave periods [sec]
S(f,θ)
Spectrum type and spreading
d
Water depth [m]
U
Curent velocity and direction [m/s]

Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices – www.sdwed.civil.aau.dk

Typical input parameter to define the Waves Conditions

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

Flow structure of a typical W2W model

20-11-2013

Wave and Current Parameters

20-11-2013
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1.

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

20-11-2013

A Wave to Wire model:

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

The SDWED Strategic Research Alliance

Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices – www.sdwed.civil.aau.dk

Aalborg University, co-ordinated by Jens Peter Kofoed
Project period : 01.01.2010 - 31.12.2014

Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices – www.sdwed.civil.aau.dk

Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices

Fr(t) Radiation force:

Fr(t) Viscous drag from relative motion:

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

• The linear model
• Coulomb damping model

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

20-11-2013

20-11-2013

Power conversion systems and efficiencies
•
•
•
•
•
•

OWC systems using air turbines
Water turbines (Overtopping systems and pump systems using water)
Oil hydraulic pump based systems
Water hydraulic based systems
Direct mechanical driven system
Direct electrical

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

20-11-2013
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Average Absorbed Power
i.e. Pabs (Hs,Tz):

20-11-2013

Mathematical description of simplified PTO

20-11-2013

Output results

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

• Shore and near-shore bottom standing
• Off-shore taught-moored
• Off-shore slack-moored

Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices – www.sdwed.civil.aau.dk

Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices – www.sdwed.civil.aau.dk

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

4. Moorings and foundation

20-11-2013

5. Power take-off (PTO).

Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices – www.sdwed.civil.aau.dk

Fex(t) Wave excitation force:

Structural Design of Wave Energy Devices – www.sdwed.civil.aau.dk

3. Wave-structure hydrodynamic interaction

• Operation conditions Hs < 5meter
Performance energy production

• Survival conditions Hs > 10 meter
Structural loads and motions
Model Failure modes of the PTO
Model Failure modes of the mooring system

(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

20-11-2013

Funded by

The International Research Alliance

20-11-2013

Experimental validation
• Compare numerical and experimental results
– Influence of scale
– Scalability of PTO
– In what scale should extreme conditions be
modelled?

Thank You!
(Replace logo with your own
university/company logo)

20-11-2013
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Focus

Organized in 7 Business Divisions: we work from the
experience and the expertise we have acquired in the markets in
which we operate, with an efficient and proactive attitude.

Wave Energy
Converters Fluid
Interaction and
Performance
Assessment

ENERGY &
ENVIRONMENT

INDUSTRY &
TRANSPORT

ICT - European
Software Institute

HEALTH

Imanol Touzón
imanol.touzon@tecnalia.com
November 2013

INNOVATION
STRATEGIES

MARINE RENEWABLE ENERGY AREA

TECHNOLOGICAL
SERVICES

SUSTAINABLE
CONSTRUCTION

Tecnalia’s strategy in wave energy

Technology development for arrays / wave energy farms.

Offshore Wind







Hydrodynamics of floating structures
Power assessment of marine renewable
energy (MRE) devices
Design of mooring systems and umbilical
cables
Power Take Off and control systems
Grid Integration of MRE
New concepts for electric generators aiming at
high power solutions
Approach focused on the deployment of
marine energy parks and their cost
effectiveness during the whole life cycle
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Wave Energy Converters Design Process

OUTLINE
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Wave Energy Converters design process

-

Floating Structures’ performance

-

Wave Structure Interaction

-

Mooring System Design

-

Frequency Domain simulation

-

Power assessment

-

Time Domain Simulation

-

Uncertainties and Improvements

Design process of WECs is strongly dependent on both the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) of
a final wave farm and on costs of development.
An estimation of the LCOE along the design process will give the ability to redirect the design
process or, eventually, to restart it.
-

Cost of development will change along
the design process as it is fed back
with estimations of LCOE of the wave
farm.

-

Estimation of LCOE can be done with
proper design tools, integrating as
many ‘components’ of the wave farm
as possible.

-

As the model of the device / wave farm
becomes larger different fields take
part which might significantly influence
the final design.

-

Objective: Design a wave farm at
Lowest LCOE in an economically
efficient way.

Lowest
LCOE

Basic Design

Small Scale

Half Scale

Full Scale

Floating Structures Performance

Design Methods & Tools for Wave Energy Converters

Any floating structure can be numerically modelled through the Newton’s 2nd law:
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Floating Structures Performance
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Taking into account only the inertia of the system and the interaction with waves the Cummins’
equation is derived:
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 ܯ+  ܣλ

· ߜሷ ݐ
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+  න ܤ  ݐെ ߬ · ߜሶ  ߬݀ · ݐ+ ܥ௧ · ߜሶ ݐ
ୀଵ 

Where each term contains as many degrees of freedom (DoF) as the whole structure, which, in
case it is composed of different structures, will contain more than 6 DoF in the space.
-

Surge: Translation in ‘x’
Sway: Translation in ‘y’
Heave: Translation in ‘z’
Roll: Rotation around ‘x’
Pitch: Rotation around ‘y’
Yaw: Rotation around ‘z’

+ ܭ௧ + ܭு

· ߜ ݐ

= ݐ ܨ

௫

The expression above has certain hypothesis and ranges of application:
-

Small displacements

-

Linear terms (proportional to the motions)

Interaction with sea waves is represented by the radiation term and the excitation force:
߱ ܨ
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It is conventionally accepted that wave propagation along the ‘x’ axis in the positive sense is 0º
of incidence.

Wave Structure Interaction
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Above mentioned terms can be calculated through WAMIT/AQWA type Boundary Element
Method (BEM) based software packages.

The hydrostatic term is, as the radiation term, coherent with the small displacements hypothesis
as it does not consider geometry changes with the motions.

These software packages are, generally, based on potential flow equation, which considers:
-

Non viscous fluid

-

Non compressible fluid

-

Non rotational flow

ܭு

Boundary conditions’ linearization requires the assumption of small linear waves, which means
amplitude << wavelength.

Mooring System Design
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Frequency independent term with large proportion of ‘zeros’. The absence of hydrostatic
stiffness in surge, sway and yaw is because don’t imply vertical motions.
The objective of keeping the horizontal position of floating structures within certain ranges is
fulfilled by the mooring system.

F-k + Diffraction

Radiation

Functionality
Restrics.
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For survivability, a maximum tension.
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Mooring System Design

Two possible approaches can be considered for the mooring system modelization, quasi-static
and dynamic:
- Quasistatic: Considers that the time variation (frequencies) of the motions of the floating
structure is slow enough not to excite any dynamic mode of the mooring. Need to be linearized!
Curvas estáticas a-Offset para el sistema de fondeo de 4 lineas
ai=333,3 [N·m/kg]

18000

ai=666,7 [N·m/kg]

16000

ai=1000 [N·m/kg]

14000

ai=1333,3 [N·m/kg]

-1000

Mooring System Design

Dynamic: Motions of lines are considered. Lot of information is taken from
dynamic modes of motion’s geometry and natural frequencies, used to assess
whether these modes are being excited or not. Frequency domain or time domain
models can be ran.
-

FD: For functionality design

-

TD: For maximum tension security coeff.

ai=1666,7 [N·m/kg]

12000

a [N·m/kg]

Linearization

-1000
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-
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ai=2000 [N·m/kg]
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Dynamic modes of lines in FD consider small horizontal displacements.
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Steepness of the linearized force can be considered as a stiffness
in horizontal DoFs
Approach used for preliminary design!

Complete characterization of lines in FD requires runing models with a number of
horizontal offsets.
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Frequency Domain Simulation
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For fully linear models a frequency domain (FD) approach is a very efficient way to characterize
dynamic properties of the mechanic system composed of floating structures (bodies in general,
i.e. internal free surface in OWC).
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Power Assessment
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Power Take Off system, usually modelled as a stiffness (Kpto) and a damping (Cpto) allows the power
assessment in the frequency domain. It allows a previous estimation of the delivered power in 1m amplitude
regular waves:
15

x 10

5

Power [W]

PA esc 1:1
PA esc 1.2:1
PA esc 1.4:1
Pteor

Mechanical model validation
against the theoretical
power
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Among a number of methods of implementing multibodies, use of Penalty Method:
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the FD!
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Multibody approach is used in order to simplify the derivation of the dynamic equations of
motion, through the addition of Lagrange Multipliers which represents forces needed to keep
given relations:
Relations between DoFs

slend1
slend2
slend3
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When multiple bodies are combined to make up a defined structure/mechanism:

· ߜመ = ܨ

Rigid modes of motion’s frequencies can be directly computed or identified from the response
amplitude operators (R.A.O.s):
10

Frequency Domain Simulation

Design Methods & Tools for Wave Energy Converters
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Time domain Simulation
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When non linearities are considered within the model (mooring systems, non linear PTOs, drag forces…),
time domain simulation need to be carried out in order to assess that effects properly.
Time domain simulation implies the computation of the convolution term:


௧

 න ܤ  ݐെ ߬ · ߜሶ ߬݀ · ݐ
ୀଵ 

Where among other possible mathematical methods the next 3 can be used:
- Direct Integration: Inversed radiation impulse response function (RIRF) used as a filter.

1.5

Inversed RIRF for the Convolution
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By deriving optimal PTO coefficients (either only Cpto or both Kpto and Cpto) power curves must match the
analytical expresion derived by Falnes, J. (depending on the mode of motion n=1,2 or 3):
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- Prony approximation (Duclos et al.): The RIRF is discretized by a sum of exponentials.
Where D depends on water depth (D=1 for deep waters).
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Radiation Impulse Response Function approximation
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Curves match the theoretical one only in natural frequencies as only CPTO optimum has been
applied.
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Time domain Simulation
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- Frequency Domain Identification ( FDI, proposed by Perez & Fossen): Build a state space system
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A-Mu FDI approx.
B
B FDI approx.
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Time domain Simulation
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Once the model validation is done irregular waves can be run with the model and with the, previously
calibrated, non linear effects (such as drag, i.e. from wave tank testing), so the power estimation will be more
accurate.
For example the motions between linear and non linear models (with quasistatic mooring system and wind
thrust compared to the one without them) result:
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Once the convolution term is implemented, a calibration of the code is needed against the frequency domain
solution, which, just with the linear terms, should match TD solution.
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Wind Power with mean V=11m/s
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Summary

Uncertainties and Improvements

Most known wave body interaction softwares: AQWA/WAMIT
Dynamics in FD and TD:
- FD: linear terms
- Multibody approach when mechanisms take part
- Linearization of mooring system
- Modal analysis of structure+mooring system (design on working
conditions).
- TD:
- Non linear drag forces
- Quasistatic or dynamic mooring simulations
- Non linear PTOs
- Aditional states for control strategies (PI-s)
…

Thank you for your attention!

imanol.touzon@tecnalia.com

Uncertainties:
Tank testing validation of numerical models
Second order drift forces to be studied
Improvements:
Dynamic mooring lines FD on Matlab. To simplify design process
Multibody time domain modelling.
Working on optimal control strategies for Wave Energy Conversion
…

The Wave-To-Wire Model

Bi-Directional Wave-to-Wire
Model of Wave Energy
Converter Arrays

 We have developed a wave-to-wire array model.
 Part 1 – Hydrodynamics
[Myself & Dr Andy McCabe (Lancaster University)]
 Part 2 – Integration into the wider wave-to-wire model
[Dr Aristides Kiprakis & Dr Anup Nambiar]

Dr. David Forehand
Institute for Energy Systems
The University of Edinburgh
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Frequency-Domain Model of an Array

Time-Domain Model of an Array
 In order to model transient behaviour and to incorporate
nonlinear external forces (e.g. nonlinear PTO forces) we must
transform to the time-domain.
 Taking the inverse Fourier transform of the frequency-domain
EoMs gives the time-domain EoMs:

 Assumptions: linear wave theory and small body motions.
6N

¦ ((M

 Use the commercial frequency-domain code WAMIT.

j 1

 The frequency-domain equations of motion (EoMs):
6N

¦ (iZ (M

ij

 Aij (Z ))  Bij (Z )  (Cij iZ )) U j (Z )

j 1

t

ij

 Aij (f)) xj (t )  ³ kij (t  W ) x j (W )dW  Cij x j (t ))
0

f i (t ) for i 1,  ,6 N ,

 We have developed a new time-domain array model using statespace techniques.

Fi (Z ) for i 1,  ,6 N ,
3

Time-Domain Array Model

4

Radiation Convolution Replacement
The radiation convolution terms are difficult to deal with and often replaced.
 One method is to replace them with a state-space system.

Only a single Simulink®
diagram required for all
arrays:

 This involves system identification.

ANY array

 Alternatively, this system identification can be performed in the frequencydomain via the radiation impedance functions:

Time-domain equation of motion for an array:
t

(M  A(f))x(t )  ³ K (t  W )x (W )dW  Bx (t )  Cx(t ) f (t ).
0

K ij (Z )

Above Simulink® diagram solves the rearranged equation:
t
x(t ) (M  A(f)) 1 §¨ f (t )  Cx(t )  §¨ ³ K (t  W )x (W )dW  Bx (t ) ·¸ ·¸.
© 0
¹¹
©

 This system identification can be performed in the time-domain via the radiation
impulse response functions kij(t), which are obtained from the added damping
coefficients Bij(Ȧ) via:
f
2
kij (t )
Bij (Z ) cos(Z t ) dZ.
S ³0

Bij (Z )  iZ ( Aij (Z )  Aij (f)).

 We perform system identification in the frequency-domain.
5
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Example: Four Interacting Buoys

Animation of the Four Buoys

 Based on the Trondheim tests,
this presentation shows four
buoys (1 with 1 DoF and 3 with
5 DoFs each, i.e. a 16 degreeof-freedom problem):

F0 = 3000 N and Ȧ = 2.95 rad/s

Plan View

7

Post-Processing Code to Check Accuracy

8

Steady-State Error Relative to Freq Dom
Results from the Post-Processing Code:

 Once steady-state is reached there
should be no error in amplitude and
phase of the time-domain solution.

 These error
surfaces show the
time-domain
model is working
correctly.

 An automatic post-processing code has
been developed to check this over all
wave frequencies and wave directions.

 Notice the small
values on the
vertical axes.

 Consider an incident sinusoidal wave.

9

The Four Buoys in Waves

10

Three Flaps in Waves

11
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Wave-to-Wire Model: Hydraulic PTO

Source: Drew et al., 2009, “A review of wave energy converter technology”,
Proc. IMechE Part A: J. Power and Energy, Vol. 223, pp. 887-902.

Gas Accumulators

13

Normal Operation: Wave-to-Wire

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Pressure in fluid system < Pre-charge pressure
Pressure in fluid system > Pre-charge pressure
Pressure in accumulator > Relief valve pressure
Pressure in accumulator > Pressure in fluid system

Network Fault: Wire-to-Wave 1

Excitation and PTO
force (N)

Generator voltage (V)

Hydraulic motor
displacement (%)

Real power generated (W)

Buoy displacement (m)

Reactive power
generated (VAr)

Accumulator
pressure (bar)

Generator speed (rad/s)

Accumulator gas
volume (m3)

Power at motor shaft (W)

Flow in hydraulic
circuit (m3/s)

14

Torque at motor shaft (Nm)
15

Network Fault: Wire-to-Wave 2
Accumulator
pressure (bar)
Accumulator gas
volume (m3)
Flow in hydraulic
circuit (m3/s)

Excitation and PTO
force (N)
Hydraulic motor
displacement (%)
Buoy displacement (m)
17
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The Development of SurgeWECTM

Resolute Marine Energy

Clean Water From Ocean Waves
Winner MassChallenge 2011
Runner up Global Ideas Competitions 2011
Winner Startup Open 2010
World Top 100 Marine Technology Company, 2009 & 2010

RME est. 2007
SurgeWECTM: an Oscillating Wave Surge Converter
Prototypes deployed in North Carolina (2011, 2013)
30kW hybrid electric/desalination plant (2014)
Electrical plant in Alaska (2015)







WAMIT’s Role in the Numerical
Modelling of SurgeWECTM
Darragh Clabby

Contacts:
William Staby, CEO
(917) 626-6790
wstaby@resolutemarine.com

Olivier Ceberio, COO
(617) 281-8253
oceberio@resolutemarine.com

Pat Rezza, CTO
(408) 839 2425
prezza@resolutemarine.com

Resolute Marine Energy

Resolute Marine Energy
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Clean Water From Ocean Waves

OWSC Dynamics
Hydrostatic - 
Weight
Buoyancy
Damping
Radiation - ܤ
Viscous - ܤ௩
Power Take-Off - ܤ௧
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Clean Water From Ocean Waves

OWSC Dynamics

Excitation - ࡹࢋ࢞
Froude-Krylov (small body)
Diffraction (large body)
Inertia
Rigid body inertia - ܫ
Hydrodynamic added inertia - ܫ

BEM
(WAMIT)

Solid
modelling

௧ା

ܯ௫ ߱ = ܫ ߱ + ߠ ܫሷ + ܤ ߱ + ܤ௩ + ܤ௧ ߠሶ + ݇ߠ

න
௧ି

Empirical
coefficients

PTO system
modelling

Hydrostatic
analysis

௧

ܭ௫  ݐെ ߬ ߟ ߬ ݀߬ = ܫஶ + ߠ ܫሷ + න ܭ  ݐെ ߬ ߠሶ ߬ ݀߬ + ܤ௩ ߠሶ ߠሶ + ܤ௧ ݂ ߠሶ + ݇ sin ߠ
௧ି

ܯ௫ ߱ = ܫ ߱ + ߠ ܫሷ + ܤ ߱ ߠሶ + ܤ௩ ߠሶ ߠሶ + ܤ௧ ݂ ߠሶ + ݇ sin ߠ
Solver (Simulink)
௧ା

න
௧ି

௧

ܭ௫  ݐെ ߬ ߟ ߬ ݀߬ = ܫஶ + ߠ ܫሷ + න ܭ  ݐെ ߬ ߠሶ ߬ ݀߬ + ܤ௩ ߠሶ ߠሶ + ܤ௧ ݂ ߠሶ + ݇ sin ߠ
௧ି

Resolute Marine Energy

Resolute Marine Energy
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Clean Water From Ocean Waves

WAMIT








Strengths

Body defined by surface panels
(Boundary Element Method)
Solution of potential flow equations:
 Incompressible & irrotational flow
 Inviscid fluid
 (|ߠ|,|ߟ|) ߣ ا, ݄
2 cases considered:
 Diffraction potential
 Radiation potential
Outputs
 Hydrodynamic loads and
coefficients (ݔ݁ܯ, ܽܫ, ݎܤ, ݔ݁ܭ, ܫ, )ݎܭ
 Pressure distribution on body’s
surface
 Response amplitude operators
Resolute Marine Energy

Clean Water From Ocean Waves
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Clean Water From Ocean Waves




Simple representation of body
Computationally efficient (0.2s per
frequency component)



More efficient exploration of design
space (relative to CFD & physical
modelling)
Insight into dynamics of wave-body
interaction
Widely used in marine engineering




5
ܯ௫ ߱ = ܫ ߱ + ߠ ܫሷ + ܤ ߱ ߠሶ + ݇ߠ

Resolute Marine Energy

Clean Water From Ocean Waves

6

Limitations

Validation: Oyster 800



Limitations inherent to WAMIT
 Linear potential flow: valid for small
wave/body amplitudes;
 Inviscid fluid: viscous shear/vortex effects
not accounted for.




Schmitt, P., Bourdier, S., Sarkar, D., Renzi, E., Dias, F., Doherty, K., Whittaker, T., van ‘t Hoff, J.
2012. Hydrodynamic loading on a bottom hinged oscillating wave surge converter.
Proceedings of the Twenty-second (2012) International Offshore and Polar Engineering
Conference, (pp. 550-557). Rhodes, Greece.
Compared excitation moment applied by waves incident on stationary flap estimated
according to various numerical methods
Oyster800: 26m wide flap in 13.4m water depth, physically modelled at 1:25 scale.

Limitations specific to OWSCs:
 Free surface fixed at still water level;
 Dependence of hydrodynamic loads &
coefficients on angular position not
recognised.

{ = ܪ0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4}m
ܶ = {5, 15}s
݄ = 13.4m
݇ܪ
ܵ=
2 ݄݇ ଶ

9 Operational wave conditions
! Extreme wave conditions

Resolute Marine Energy

Clean Water From Ocean Waves

Resolute Marine Energy

7

8

Clean Water From Ocean Waves

Validation: Oyster800

Parametric Modelling of SurgeWECTM

9 Estimate performance in operational wave conditions
! Estimate loading & response in extreme wave conditions

Exploration of SurgeWECTM’s performance
in terms of:
 Flap’s width, height, thickness
 Gap beneath flap, height of axis
9
9
9
!

Provides insight into flap dynamics
Points towards optimal configuration
Reduces cost of physical modelling
Physical validation still required

Sea state occurrence matrix for EMEC taken from: Babarit, A., Hals, J., Muliawan, M., Moan, T.,
& Krokstad, J. 2012. Numerical benchmarking study of a selection of wave energy converters.
Renewable Energy, 41(1), 44-63.
Resolute Marine Energy

Clean Water From Ocean Waves
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Resolute Marine Energy

SurgeWECTM Shape Studies

Conclusions
SurgeWECTM: OWSC in ~8m water depth
WAMIT provides:
 Input to time domain model (wave excitation loads & hydrodynamic
coefficients);
 Insight into the flap’s dynamics (pressure distributions).
Strengths:
 Simple representation of body using surface panels;
 Computationally efficient.
Limitations: Linear potential flow
 Accurate estimation of performance in operational wave conditions
 Inaccurate estimation of loading in extreme wave conditions
Physical model tests required to assess loading in extreme waves
Parametric modelling of SurgeWECTM using time domain numerical model:
 Explore design space & identify optimal configuration
 Insight into dynamics driving SurgeWECTM’s performance
Flap shape studies
 Potential to further improve baseline configuration identified by parametric study

Refinement of flap shape:
 Analysis of basic shape provides insight
into dynamics
 Opportunity to explore effect of altering
the flap’s shape while maintaining
configuration parameters
!

Shape shown here is not intended to
represent anything considered
practical/optimal

Resolute Marine Energy

Clean Water From Ocean Waves
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Clean Water From Ocean Waves
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Resolute Marine Energy

Clean Water From Ocean Waves
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THANK YOU!

“Whiskey’s for drinking
Water’s for fighting over”
Attributed to Mark Twain

Resolute Marine Energy

Clean Water From Ocean Waves

RME Proprietary and Confidential
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My Job: WEC Design
The work of recent 5 years: yield two floating WEC, Duck and Eagle

Design WEC Need Flexible Code

 *[IQ

Yage You
Guangzhou Institute of Energy Conversion
Chinese Academy of Science

 +GMRK

 *[IQ

 *[IQ

Theory of Modelling
 Linear Potential Flow Theory
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Theory of Modelling
The solution of deferaction:

DId ( P) ³³Sw Id ,nG  G,nId dS

 2I ( x, y, z , t ) 0

Where Sw is ‘wet’ surfaces. Substituting boundary
condition into the above equation, we have

I Ii  Id  Ir
Ir

 *[IQ

iZ X jI j , j 1, 2,..., 6

DId ( P)  ³³Sw G,nId dS

 ³³Sw Ii , n GdS

or

> A@^I ` ^R `
d

Theory of Modelling

Theory of Modelling
 Forces on the bodies

Similarly, the radiations

DI j ( P) ³³Sw I j ,nG  G,nI j dS

DI j ( P)  ³³Sw G,nI j dS

*
Ft

³³Sw n j GdS

FWj

> A@^I ` ^R `
j

Frj
d

Ij`

³³

Sj

*
*
FW  Fr

i UZ () I  ) D )n j ds, j 1, 2,..., 6

j

or

> A@^I

d

^R

d

Rj `

³³

Sj

ml j

i UZ) R n j ds

³³

Sj

³³

Sj

U Re(Ir l )n j ds

UZ 2 X lIr l n j ds Z 2 ml j X l  iZcl j X l
cl j

³³

Sj

UZ Im(Ir l )n j ds

Theory of Modelling

Modelling of Eagle WEC

 Newton’s Second Law

Ftj (t )

absorber

Fwj (t )  Frj (t )  FCj (t )  FEj (t )

M ji 
xi (t )

Z 2 M ji X i e  iZt

Ftj (t ) the total force

Fwj (t ) the wave force

Frj (t ) radiation force

FCj (t ) damping force

Semi-submersible barge
Scheme of Physical Model

Numerical Model

FEj (t ) restoring force

Theory of Modelling
 Results – horizontal wave force on absorber

Theory of Modelling
 Results – vertical wave force on absorber
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Theory of Modelling
 Results – wave moment on absorber
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Theory of Modelling
 Results – horizontal wave force on semisubmersible structure
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Theory of Modelling

Theory of Modelling

 Results – vertical wave force on semisubmersible structure

 Results – wave moment on semi-submersible
structure
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Theory of Modelling
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 Results – added mass of semi-submersible
structure
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Theory of Modelling

 Results – added mass of absorber
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Theory of Modelling

roll
pitch
yaw
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 Results – wave damping of semi-submersible
structure
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Theory of Modelling

 Results – wave damping of absorber
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Theory of Modelling

Theory of Modelling

 Results – capture width ratio in optimal
damping

 Results – optimal damping
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Limitation of software
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Theory of Modelling
 Results – capture width ratio in damping
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 The software is valid for free rigid bodies in waves, not
for any constrained bodies like WEC.
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Limitation of software

Limitation of software

 Example 1: two bodies hinged together with hydraulic
cylinders in the joint, only 4 degree of freedom: x, z,
TT

 The software treats the hinged bodies as two free
bodies. The ‘control point’ are set at the centers of
gravity. The software gives the added damping and
mass on the control point and the motions that cause
the separation of the joint O.

T

-Fz

Z

O

T

X

O2

-Fx

10

Limitation of software

Limitation of software

 To use the software, uses have to add constrained
forces Fx and Fz in the joints of the two parts, and
calculate Fx and Fz to make their joint point O1 and
O2 to move to one point O.

Fz

 We have to add constrained forces Fx and Fz in the
joints of the two parts, and calculate Fx and Fz to
make their joint point O1 and O2 to move to one
point O.

-Fz

Fz

O1

O2

Fx

-Fx

O

Fx

Limitation of software

Limitation of software

 Example 2: two bodies slide relatively, drive a
hydraulic cylinder. There are 4 degree of freedom: x, z,
s, T

 Again, the software treats the WEC as two free bodies,
and cause the separation of the joint O.
T

T

Z1
O1

S

X1

S

Z

Z2

O

X

O2
T

X2

Limitation of software

Limitation of software

 To use the software, uses have to add constrained
forces Fx, Fz, and moment My at the two parts at the
‘red point’ in flowing figure to adjust them in same
pitch angle and coincide position.

 Correct way for Example 1 is to give 4 motion modals
which keep the constraining rule of the joint, for the 4
degree of freedom: x, z, TT

Fz

T

M
Fx

-Fz

Z

-M
-Fx

O

T

X

Limitation of software

Suggestion 1

 Similarly, correct way for Example 2 is to give 4 motion
modals which keep the constraining rule to keep the
wheels on the inner pipe, for 4 degree of freedoms: x,
T
z, s, T

 We can see that the key is to give the modals of motions which
keep all constrained rules, which decided by the specific design
of WEC, and will change the nj in the integration in following
Eqtion. I suggest that the software open a input window for the
users, LET USERS INPUT THE ‘RIGHT SIDE TERMS’ of following equation.

DI j ( P)  ³³Sw G,nI j dS

³³Sw n j GdS

S

> A@^I

Z
O

d

> A@^I

d

Ij`

³³Sw n j GdS

^R

d

^R

d

Rj `

X

Reasons of suggestion 1
DI j ( P)  ³³Sw G,nI j dS

Ij`

Rj `

1. The right side terms {Rj} are decided the
complexity of WEC: they change as the
freedoms of WEC. Usually, a software can not
cover all specific designs.

Reason of suggestion 1
2. Users have done a lot work before calculation,
inputting {Rj} does not significantly increase
their work – they just chose the motion
modals and decide the value nj .

Reason of suggestion 1

Suggestion 2

3. Users input {Rj} increase the flexibility of the
code, comply with the demand of the users
especially when they are treating some
flexible structures that they must expand the
motion into many modals.

 I suggest that the software open a input window for
the users, LET USERS INPUT THE FORCE OF MOORING FORCES
IN NEWTON’S SECOND LAW of following equation.

Fwj (t )  Frj (t )  FCj (t )  FEj (t )  Fm (t )
M ji 
xi (t )

Z 2 M ji X i e  iZt

Fm (t ) the constraining force

Reason of Suggestion 2

Summary

 Mooring forces is too complicated to be set in the
code. Users will be happy when they have a new idea
of mooring system and the software give the results
of the WEC’s motion.

1. the code for design of WEC should allow users input
the right side term of BEM equation;
2. the code should allow users input mooring force.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

An open-source simulation code is needed to accelerate
the pace of wave energy technology development

WEC-Sim: An open-source wave
energy converter simulation tool

NREL, SNL and the US DOE initiated the 3-year WEC-Sim code development effort

Desired capabilities:
 Model TRL 3-4 WECs
 Ability to model various types of WEC devices
 Predictions of structural, PTO, and mooring motions and loads
 Open-source and user customizable
 Can run on a personal computer Æ capable of design optimization

Michael Lawson and Yi-Hsiang Yu
National Renewable Energy Laboratory

Emulate the success of NREL’s FAST wind turbine modeling code by providing a freely
available WEC simulation tool

Kelley Ruehl and Carlos Michelen
Sandia National Laboratories

Potential users and stakeholders: Industry, national labs, DOE, university researchers,
investors

Research sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy

NREL is a national laboratory of the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, operated by the Alliance for Sustainable Energy, LLC.

Presentation overview
mx(t )

Mathematical model

2

Numerical model: multi-body dynamics, potential flow
hydrodynamics, mooring, and PTO models

f h (t )  f e (t )  f r (t )  f v (t )  f PTO (t )  f m (t )

Numerical
implementation

Multi-body dynamics

Demonstration: floating
oscillating surge WEC

Hydro forces

WEC device (CPT StingRay)
Development of an
open-source boundary
element method code

PTO and mooring

3

Mathematical model: Multi-body dynamics and potential
flow hydrodynamics

mx(t )

4

The numerical model is being implemented using a
MATLAB-based modular structure

f h (t )  f e (t )  f r (t )  f v (t )  f pto (t )  f m (t )
Mooring force
Power-take-off
force
Viscous force: ܿௗ ݔሶ ଶ
Radiation force (added mass and damping):
௧
െ ݔሷ (݉)ݐ െ  ݔ ߬ ܭሶ  ݐെ ߬ ݀߬

Following a development strategy that has had success in the wind industry
Wave excitation & diffraction force:
BEM simulations

Year 1: Develop core WEC-Sim abilities, leveraging commercial codes where necessary

Hydrostatic force: െ݇ )ݐ(ݔ

Out years: (1) Verification and validation (2) Replace commercial modules with open-source
code
5

6

Pre-processing modules

Time-domain simulation modules
Wave Surface Elevation
3

PTO-Sim:
 Models power extraction due to relative
motion between WEC components
 Current version of PTO-Sim models joint
linear stiffness/damping and has a PCC
library including hydraulic and direct drive
models
 Custom MATLAB and
SimMechanics/Simulink code

2

1

0

K [m]

WaveSim:
 Generates random wave field data
 Provides common wave spectral shapes
(e.g. JONSWAP, Pierson-Moskowitz, and
Bretschneider)
 Custom MATLAB and open-source WAFO
toolbox
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MAP (Mooring Analysis Program):
 Models mooring system connection from
rigid body to ground
 Current version of MAP provides mooring
stiffness matrix around WEC equilibrium
position
 Custom C++/Python code with MATLAB
interface

Boundary Element Method (BEM):
 Solve velocity potential in frequency
domain
 Outputs hydrodynamic coefficients and
excitation forces
 Currently using WAMIT
 Executing a code competition to develop
OpenBEM open-source alternative

6DOF Multi-Body Solver:
 Simulates rigid body motion of WEC
components
 Uses MATLAB time integration subroutines, e.g. ode45
 MATLAB SimMechanics/Simulink
 Team will investigate available opensource multi-body packages in FY14
Hydro-Force:
 Generates hydrodynamic forcing functions
from hydrodynamic coefficients and wave
data
 Linear hydrodynamics now Ænon-linear
in 2014
 Custom MATLAB and Simulink code

7

Code demonstration: simulating a floating oscillation pitch
WEC with a tension mooring system (DOE Ref Model 4)
Pre-processing
 Run WAMIT

The SimMechanics model is created by building a WEC
using the “WEC-Sim SimMechanics library”

Independent flaps

Set user inputs
uts
 Wave conditions
 Simulation settings

Build SimMechanics
h
model
 Use library of WEC
components to build
multi-body model of
device
 Define geometry
 Define inertia properties

8

25 m

50 m
Linear PTO

Tension
Mooring
system

Execute WEC-Sim
C Si code
9

They “hydro body” block models hydrodynamic,
hydrostatic, and mooring system forces

10
1
0

WEC-Sim model of floating oscillating pitch device
SimMechanics model

Input file
% Simulation data
simu = simulationClass;
simu.simMechanicsFile = 'wecModel.slx';
simu.numWecBodies = 2;
simu.dt = 0.01;
simu.endTime = 1000
% Bodies
body(1) = bodyClass;
body(1).geom.file = ['geometry' filesep 'flap.stl'];
body(1).setHydroData('wamit',['wamit' filesep
'oswec.out'],1,simu);
body(1).setMass('user',220e3);
body(1).setCg('user',[0 0 -14.28]);
body(1).momOfInertia = [147.85e6 42.04e6 106.00e6];

File structure

body(2) = bodyClass;
body(2).geom.file = ['geometry' filesep 'frame.stl'];
body(2).setHydroData('wamit',['wamit' filesep
'oswec.out'],2,simu);
body(2).setMass('wamit',simu);
body(2).setCg('wamit');
body(2).momOfInertia = [3.55e8 2.05e8 4.84e8];
body(2).setMooring('linear',['mooring' filesep
'frameMooring.m']);
%% Set wave type and Run the simulation
waves = waveClass('irregular',5,8,simu);
% Run the simulation
wecSimDriver

11
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2

Simulation output

Coding competition: development of an open-source
boundary element code

Predictions of power, forces and motions
Problem: WAMIT/AQWA is one of the most expensive
components of the WEC-Sim package Æ reduce burden on
WEC developers by creating an open source alternative

Mooring system allows too much platform motion
More than 50% of AEP is lost with this mooring configuration compared to a
bottom fixed device

Leverage the world-wide TopCoder coding community to
efficiently develop a BEM code
There is a possibility of using existing open-source BEM codes
to provide a starting point for improvements
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http://www.topcoder.com/doe/
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Future work
Verification and Validation
 Code-to-code comparison with AQWA, WaveDyn, and OrcaFlex
 Comparison with available experimental data (e.g. CPT StingRay, OPT, DOE
Reference Model)
 Experimental tests to generate experimental data in 2015-2016
 OC3/OC4 type verification project
Code development:
 Implement non-linear hydrostatics and excitation forces
 State space representation of convolution integral
 Move to in-house state space model (e.g. FAST) and/or open-source (e.g.
Modelica) multi-body dynamics?
 Open-source boundary element method solver

15
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WEC
C development
nt using
g simulations
Marc Guyot
ot – Head of research
h for MRE design
marc.guyot@france
cee-energies
ess-marines.org

 France Energies Marines :
 Push forward MRE with :
 Research centers
 Industrials
 French state
 Drive R&D program according to industrials willingness w. research centers
 In charge of French test sites (tidal, wec, FWT)

2 – France Energies Marines – 4 July 2013

Numerical benchmarking of WECs
> Objective: to quantitavely compare a representative selection of
WECs inspired by designs under development
> W2W models
•

 Regarding WEC simulations

 CoE : It looks expensive (A. Babarit – Centrale Nantes),
therefore :

•

 Develop control strategies in order to harness more energy
 Evaluate new concepts (TRL 1)
 Develop structural analysis (including fatigue) to predict effective CoE

•

8 generic WECs with different working principles
(bottom fixed and floating heaving buoys of
different sizes, isolated or in arrays, bottom fixed
and floting OSWCs, floating OWC)
Wave structure interaction with linear potential
theory, with quadratic damping correction for
taking into account viscous effects.
Optimised PTO for every sea state

> Criteria for comparison
•

Mean annual power absorption, ratio of power
absorption to significant mass and surface

> In collaboration with CeSOS@NTNU (Norway)
and Statkraft with funding under the Statkraft
Ocean Energy Program
A. Babarit, J. Hals, M.J. Muliawan,A. Kurniawan, T. Moan, J. Krokstad (2012) Numerical benchmarking study
of a selection of Wave Energy Converters. Renewable Energy, Vol. 41, pp. 44-63.

LHEEA

3 – France Energies Marines – 4 July 2013

Numerical models for unusual MRE systems
> Objective: to develop taylor-made numerical models for
unusual devices in order to be able to assess their dynamic
behaviour and their mean annual power absorption

•

Long floating elastic tube made of Electro Active
Material and filled with water.
Numerical model taking into account wave
diffraction around the tube, wall deformation and
flow inside the tube. Solution using modal
expansion.

> MARINA ID81
•
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Comparison of experimental (left) and numerical RAOS (right)

LHEEA

CNRS UMR 6598

Laboratoire de recherche en Hydrodynamique
Énergétique et Environnement Atmosphérique

•

1

A. Babarit, J. Singh, C. Melis, P. Jean. A numerical model for analysing the
hydroelastic response of a flexible Electro Active Wave Energy Converter. Submitted.

Discrete control of WECs
> Dynamic response control of WECs
could be the key enabling feature for
economical viability of WECs.
• Efficiency and power absorption
improvement
• Limitation of extreme loads

> SBM S3 WEC
•

CNRS UMR 6598

Laboratoire de recherche en Hydrodynamique
Énergétique et Environnement Atmosphérique

0

•

Combined Wind and Wave
energy platform: 1 WT + 20
wavemaker types on the front.
Selected because of a high
energy absorption potential
(10MW rated power (5+5) with
CF of 30%)
Complex structures with many
DoFs. Numerical model
confirms high energy potential.
Hydrostatic stability and
structural mass identified as
possible issues. Iterations on
shape of floater.

T. Soulard, A. Babarit (2012) Numerical assessment of the mean power production of
a combined wind and wave energy platform. In Proc. Of the 21st International
Conference on Ocean, Offshore and Artic Engineering, Rotterdam (The Netherlands)

> Existing algorithms which remain to
be validated experimentally.

Capture width ratio of a heaving WEC with and without
latching control

• Latching control or/and declutching
control using optimal command
method, MPC, …

> Most efficient algorithms require
wave prediction

A. Clément, A. Babarit (2012) Discrete control of resonant wave energy devices. Phil. Trans. A
of the Royal Society, Vol. 370, pp. 288-314

LHEEA

CNRS UMR 6598

Laboratoire de recherche en Hydrodynamique
Énergétique et Environnement Atmosphérique

Power matrix of the SEAREV G4 without (top) and with
optimisation of PTO and ballasting for each sea state (bottom).
Increase in mean annual power absorption is 18.5%

